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Clever little things
Linear development of technology, in terms of metalcutting
machines and tools, tends towards faster, more accurate and
increasingly better price-performance ratios. The departure from
linear development occurs occasionally, such as with the
hexapods (six-legged machines) at the turn of the century,
although that didn’t lead anywhere substantial. Not quite such
radical departures are the cutting tool and related strategies that are the subject of
our cover feature this issue (p10).
I like developments such as these because they are clever twists on established
technology. Not major technology leaps, they are more tweaks that, for one, are
easy to understand and appreciate in simple mechanical terms, and which
additionally just make you say ‘yes, of course, how clever’. For the most part, those
covered this issue do depend also on CADCAM or CNC developments, but that isn’t
always the case.
The productivity gains are quite stunning: a 90% reduction in machining time in
the case of conical barrel milling cutters and similarly for Vandurit’s Rollfeed turning
technology. That may not be mere coincidence: both make use of circle segment
cutting edge profiles to do their work.
But if I am to declare a favourite, it would have to be Sandvik Coromant’s Y-axis
parting-off strategy, because it is mechanically the simplest trick pulled here, and
therefore the one that has probably been staring us in the face for longest, if we
could but have seen it.
This technique does require new cutting tool holders and matching inserts, so a
cutting tool manufacturer had to come up with it, but it makes use of what has
been around for many years – Y-axis capability on CNC lathes. By adjusting the
direction of approach, the technique simply turns parting-off cutting forces through
90° to send them along, and not across, the parting-off blade. The improvement in
rigidity is large, so both productivity and surface finish are beneficiaries.
The driver to originate such new cutting techniques is, of course, the neverending quest to reduce costs and boost productivity, and also to meet the
challenge that increasingly difficult-to-machine materials throw at manufacturing
technology developers and suppliers. But that such large gains can still be made
via such seemingly simple techniques – although I don’t want to understate the
efforts of those that originate them – is a happy surprise. So during your visit to
MACH 2018 this year (p16), while shiny new machine tools will catch the eye most
easily, be on the look out for other developments such as are covered in our cover
story and which can boost the output of existing machinery. ■
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DAILY NEWS & PRODUCT UPDATES @ www.machinery.co.uk

News round-up

Manufacturing goes from ‘strength-to-strength’

A new factory building is to be
constructed by sliding-head CNC
lathe maker Star Micronics
Company Ltd of Japan at its
machine tool manufacturing
subsidiary in China, Star Micronics
Manufacturing Dalian Co. Ltd. The
move comes at a time of continuous
strong growth in its machine tools
segment operations, both in Japan
and overseas.

Manufacturing growth accelerated
over the three months to January,
according to the Confederation of
British Industry (CBI).
The latest quarterly Industrial
Trends Survey of 369 manufacturers
reveals that optimism about both
business conditions and export
prospects improved at an aboveaverage pace.
CBI says that growth in
manufacturing output and domestic
and export orders all picked up,
compared with the previous threemonth period, and stocks also
continued to grow robustly
Meanwhile, investment intentions
for both buildings and plant and
machinery moved back above
average after deteriorating in the
previous quarter, and spending on
innovation is expected to continue
to increase.
Additionally, employment grew
at the fastest pace since July 2014
over the last three months, with
further growth expected next quarter.
However, skill shortages are high on
firms’ agendas, with the number
citing skilled labour as a factor likely

https://is.gd/eyoxoc

High-tech engineering company
Lontra has committed to build a
high-tech onshore manufacturing
facility in Warwickshire for its range
of industrial compressors. The multimillion pound project will create 75
jobs in the local area by 2020.
https://is.gd/hexoto

Leading metal forging company
Bharat Forge has opened its first
UK facility – the Electric Mobility
Research and Development Centre.
The firm has taken brand new
workshop space at MIRA Technology
Park, Nuneaton, Warwickshire,
where it will develop components
and sub-systems for electric
vehicles. https://is.gd/oqusus
Global robotic automation
company AWL Group has acquired
UK robotic welding specialist ICS
Robotics and Automation. ICS will
continue to operate as an
independent entity under its own
name, but with customers
benefitting from advanced joining
and laser welding technologies and
the global supply network that AWL
Group offers. https://is.gd/cewagi

A milestone has been marked at a
Yorkshire manufacturing centre
that from 2019 will start producing
carbon fibre tubs for McLaren. As
darkness descended at the £50
million McLaren Composites
Technology Centre nearing
completion in the Sheffield region,
McLaren Automotive chief Mike
Flewitt was on hand to illuminate
the famous marque’s sign.
https://is.gd/cesedi

Investment intentions over the next 12 months

to limit output over the next three
months the highest for more than
four decades. Average unit cost
growth also remains elevated at well
above the long-run average,
continuing to drive strong growth in
domestic and export prices.
Says CBI chief economist Rain
Newton-Smith: “It’s good to see
manufacturing going from strength
to strength with growth up and the
buoyant global economy boosting
export orders. But the past

8

https://is.gd/mavoze

Thomas Dudley Ltd has merged
Bristol-based Vigilance Group
both of its West Midlands foundries
celebrated its 10th anniversary in
into one integrated new
2017 and group MD Dave
business, Thomas
Andrew celebrated 30
Dudley Foundry
years in the machine
Ltd. This
tool industry in
encompasses
November. The focus
the company’s
is now firmly on the
existing
future, with several
facilities in
plans and initiatives
and around
in place (see p43).
Thomas Dudley
Dudley. https://
https://is.gd/visuxu
products

is.gd/fizifa

UK mechanical and electronic engineering “had a decent 2017”,
according to the Monthly Business Monitor of the Engineering and
Machinery Alliance. In the final monthly survey of the year, confidence
levels were at their highest level of the year, having enjoyed positive
ratings every month; order levels firmed somewhat, with the gainers
cohorts making up more than four in 10 of all businesses responding
each month in the three-month period September to November, and
prospective future business, as reﬂected in the enquiry levels, looks set
fair for a good start to 2018. https://is.gd/ajugeh

depreciation in sterling continues to
leave its mark on firms’ costs and
margins. With expectations for
factory gate price inﬂation at their
highest in 30 years, the pressure on
consumer prices looks set to persist.
“Capacity pressures are ramping
up and skill shortages are a big
concern, underlining the importance
of establishing a future immigration
system that provides companies
with access to talent and labour.”

Dorset-based Ellesco
reports its best-ever monthly sales
in its 42-year history for December
2017 – closing a successful year.
MD Vincent Simonis puts the yearend success down to a number of
factors, among which is a positive
outlook for UK manufacturing.

A 17-man company that is
only in its sixth year is investing
more than £2 million in DMG Mori
machine tools. Bridgwater-based
M-CNC says that it plans to become
a “centre of excellence” for the
South West of England. The first
machines are currently being
installed.

https://is.gd/qocaji

https://is.gd/ogujiy
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XYZ Machine Tools has appointed
Mark Chappell as mechanical
engineering manager. He will be
responsible for process and
product development, taking in
internal procedures.
https://is.gd/kicuqu

A sheet metalworking company
has installed a Bystronic Expert
100 CNC press brake and a Planar
Inspecvision Scanner. The move by
Redruth-based Lasermaster (above)
comes following the winning of a
BIG2 project grant funded by the
European Regional Development
Fund. https://is.gd/ulegas
Broadbent Stanley has partnered
with Starvision, a Taiwan-based
manufacturer of double-column
machining centres. The extensive
range covers box-way machines,
linear guide machines, movingbeam, moving-column and 5-axis
variants. https://is.gd/bicefe
Dave Smith of Bowers Group has
been invited to join the
Manufacturing Technologies
Association’s Exhibition Committee.
Smith says he is “delighted” to have
been asked to join the body.

600 UK has appointed Chris
Smith as new area sales manager
for the North of England. He will
focus on selling both Colchester
and Harrison lathe ranges, plus
clausing mills, drills, saws and
grinders. https://is.gd/anegih
Matsuura Machinery Ltd has five
new employees. Among them are
Barry Pender, area sales manager
for Scotland and NI, and Richard
Stretton as applications engineer.

Wele HMC is accurate
Wele’s HMC500 horizontal model offers
positioning accuracy of ±0.005 mm in the X, Y and Z axes, and a repeatability of
±0.003 mm over the full working strokes of 640 mm in X, 610 mm in Y and 680
mm in Z. https://is.gd/yigubi

Program your Comau robot via an Android app
With the aim of creating a more intuitive, easier and faster way to control industrial
robots, Comau is releasing PickAPP, an Android application that allows users with
different levels of expertise to create a robot path for pick-and-place operations.
https://is.gd/alubor

ESAB has unveiled SmartBevel technology for easier automated plasma
programming and bevel cutting with minimal operator intervention.
https://is.gd/xiteha

Ficep now offers HGG 3D plasma profilers
HGG 3D plasma pipe profiling machines are now available in the UK exclusively
from Ficep. The machines can cut precise, complicated shapes on pipe or tube,
with, if required, bevels and plate slots. https://is.gd/ibumij

Henkel’s Bonderite L-FM FL coating suits automotive bolts
Henkel Adhesive Technologies has optimised its Bonderite L-FM FL portfolio of
polymeric coatings for the surface conversion of metals used in cold forming
operations. https://is.gd/qofele

Parting/grooving system offers many combinations

Sally Thorley has become
managing director of Precision
Products. With 30 years’ service,
she takes over the role from Brian
Owen, who remains on the board of
directors as chairman (see p38).
https://is.gd/xeluqu

https://is.gd/qoyoli

www.machinery.co.uk

Available in March 2018, Bosch
Rexroth’s modular system ActiveAssist
(right) is an intuitive guidance system to
help UK manufacturers network their
assembly line in preparation for Industry
4.0. https://is.gd/uwozuk

Easier bevel cutting via ESAB SmartBevel
Renishaw is seeking 50
apprentices for its South Wales and
Gloucestershire sites. The firm
offers a scheme where apprentices
gain nationally recognised
qualifications and on-the-job
experience. https://is.gd/sikane

WNT will join forces with Open
Mind, DMG Mori, Training 2000
and UCLAN (above), to deliver a
series of advanced machining
strategy days for the aerospace
sector in the north west of
England. The events, on
26 and 27 February,
have a specific focus
on the benefits that
high performance
circular segment
milling can bring to
the machining of
structural and aerofoil
components in the
aerospace sector.

https://is.gd/zoguto

Industry 4.0 workbench

https://is.gd/efiwef

https://is.gd/ojepuj

Geoff Bryant has celebrated his
retirement from Citizen Machinery
UK, after 43 years of service, at an
event held at the firm’s Bushey,
Herts HQ. He served as managing
director for 25 years, with the last
12 months involving progressive
hand-over to a new management
team of Edward James as MD,
Darren Wilkins as deputy MD and
Jon Hart as finance director.

Product pick 10
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The Walter Cut MX from Walter GB is a grooving and parting-off tool that combines
four cutting edges and three geometries in a single system.
https://is.gd/sefeba

Thread-milling of small dimensions
A thread-milling system, designated DCG, has been developed by Horn for
producing M1 to M2.5 metric ISO threads to the DIN 13-20 standard.
https://is.gd/evimen

Mobile auto-loading unit
RARUK Automation’s ProFeeder (left) is a compact, mobile and
modular robot cell that can be moved between production and
processing machines. https://is.gd/eyuxur

Master Abrasives offers metrology products
Midlands-based Master Abrasives now offers measuring equipment
by Innovative Automation Products. https://is.gd/iretej
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Smarter cuts
The combined development of new cutting techniques, cutting tools and supporting
CADCAM/CNC software cycles saw an uptick in activity last year. Andrew Allcock reviews
the developments, highlighting the beneﬁts claimed for each

Getting its world
premier at the
EMO exhibition
in Germany last
September,
Vandurit’s
Rollfeed is a
revelation in
turning

10

W

hile there is a continual linear advance of
technology in the areas of machine tools and
cutting tools – the former performing ever
more efficiently and accurately at increasing spindle
speeds and axis feed rates, and the latter supporting
those more demanding cutting conditions while
delivering ever better cutting edge stability and durability
in increasingly challenging materials – new machining/
cutting techniques pop up more infrequently and in more
ad hoc fashion.
Last year was a good year for them, though, with
Emuge-Franken/Siemens’ ‘punch-tapping’ solution
gathering momentum; Sandvik Coromant’s Prime
Turning innovation, supported by Mastercam CADCAM,
unveiled in the first quarter; a September EMO exhibition
world premier by German tooling firm Vandurit,
supported by Open Mind CADCAM software; plus
advances in barrel cutter design and application
demonstrated by WNT (part of the Ceratizit Group) and

supported by, again, Open Mind CADCAM software and
underlined at an event in October 2017. The common
theme was new insert/cutter designs combined with
novel CADCAM or CNC machining cycles. Slightly away
from this pattern, in December Machinery came across
Sandvik Coromant’s Y-axis parting-off strategy that
exploits new tooling and CNC lathes having Y-axis.
Ahead of these latest developments, we have seen
CADCAM cutting strategies developed in isolation, such
as trochoidal milling (‘Trochoidal milling, a refresher’,
p12) – although that was followed by cutters able to
better exploit the technique – and then constant radial
tool engagement or constant chip thickness/load milling
techniques, such as are employed in Vero Software’s
Waveform, Solidcam’s iMachining, Autodesk Powermill’s
Vortex and Open Mind’s MAXX Machining roughing
module (which uses Celeritive Technologies’ VoluMill –
available standalone, too). Differences are claimed, but
smoother machining with constant cutter/spindle loads
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are central. For turning, in 2016, DP Technologies
presented ‘ProfitTurning’ in its Esprit CADCAM system
(see ‘Esprit ProfitTurning’, below). Constant chip load,
however, is the theme again here.
On the whole, the development of these techniques
has been driven by the need to cope with the machining
of more challenging materials. So, let’s take a look at
these innovations, the four tool/CADCAM or CNC
strategy combinations and the one tool/machine tool
capability combo.

PUNCHING PRETTY

In January 2017, Machinery reported (https://is.gd/
ejaruv) on a tapping process breakthrough. EmugeFranken and Siemens had worked with car maker Audi in
Germany to develop tools and a process, both patented,
that reduces M6 threaded hole production time by up to
75% – punch-tapping. Special tap designs are supported
by Siemens 840D sl and 828D controls having the
relevant cycle. Suggested for series production of
aluminium alloy and comparable light material parts, the
punch-tap process is suitable for both blind and through
holes. Under development and in use for a few years, in
fact, it was originally only available to automotive
companies, but as of January this year, the process is
available for use by any manufacturing sector, with
thread sizes M4, M5, M7 and M8 now available, as well
as custom solutions.
Sandvik Coromant’s PrimeTurning sees the cutting
tool enter the component at the chuck end and remove
material as it travels towards the ‘front’ of the
component. Using specially designed inserts and
toolholders, a small entry angle is achieved that
promotes increased feed rates and significant
productivity gains, typically around 50%.

The basic technique itself is not new, but the problem
has always been chip control, with long, curved chips
forcing manufacturers to apply angles of around 90° to
reach the shoulder. With a 25-30° entry angle, chip
control issues are dissipated, with the small entry angle
and higher lead angle creating thinner, wider chips that
spread the load and heat away from the nose radius,
resulting in increased cutting data and/or tool life.
All-directional turning can be performed using the same
tools as the inserts have three edges/corners, one for
longitudinal turning, one for facing and one for profiling.
Parts made from ISO P (steel), M (stainless steel), K
(cast iron) and S (heat-resistant super-alloys and
titanium) materials can benefit. In fact, almost any
general turning operation will achieve gains, with returns
said to be impressive for high volume batch sizes (>100off), or when machining large components where there is
a need to reduce set-up time, production interruption
and tool changes.
As to the benefits, when turning a hub made from
cast steel (SAE/AISI 1045) on a Gildemeister CTV 250
turning centre, a machining company in Brazil used the
same cutting speed (300 m/min) as used with a
competitor insert, but the adoption of the latest alldirectional inserts allowed feed rates to be increased
from 0.25 to 0.4 mm/rev, and depth of cut from 1.5 to
3 mm. The result was a 59% increase in productivity and
55% greater tool life. With over 120,000 hubs a year
being produced, the positive impact was considerable.
Sandvik Coromant has developed inserts and
toolholders (including a two-position roughing and
finishing tool to avoid tool changes, picture, next page),
as well as its PrimeTurning CNC code generator that
produces output compatible with a wide variety of CNC
machines (Mastercam CADCAM integrates PrimeTurning

Previously
reserved for
automotive
sector use
only, as of this
January all
sectors can
take advantage
of EmugeFranken/
Siemens’ punchtap process

Esprit ProfitTurning
When using traditional turning methods on heat-resistant and hard
materials such as super-alloys, large engagement angles and
inconsistent chip load can occur at both tool entry and exit,
explains Esprit author DP Technologies. Traditional turning
methods can cause adverse effects during the cutting process,
such as heavy tool load, high and irregular cutting forces, vibration
and poor chip control.
Maintaining a constant chip load is vital to machining high
quality parts and extending tool life. In particular, if chip load is too
low or too high, faster tool to wear faster can result. Resulting
wanted outcomes may include chips so large that they cannot get
out of the cutter’s way fast enough.
ProfiitTurning, then, eliminates the adverse effects of traditional
turning methods, but incorporates several techniques. Key is its
use of round inserts or the full radius of groove tools to achieve
higher feeds rates, in order to maintain a constant or near-constant
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chip load. When machining grooves, a
constant feed rate is employed and ‘roll-in,
cut and roll-out movements’ follow, with
cutting in a single direction. In the case of
undercuts that narrow, this first approaches
gives way to trochoidal turning at some point,
until the trochoidal radius is reached, leaving
rest material. A further possibility for plane
diameter turning is both direction cutting, with direction reversal at
the end of each cut eliminating normal tool withdrawal (inset image
above shows application possibilities).
Against traditional zig-zag turning, ProfiitTurning delivers a 25%
reduction in cycle time and tool life three times better, as inferred
by measured drawn spindle power. In a test on a part machined on
an Okuma CNC lathe (video: https://is.gd/suyowe), a 41 sec cycle
became 21 sec. (ProfitTurning white paper: https://is.gd/wipiya)
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support). But the machining technique is not suitable for
all, so the company invites users to use its online test
at https://is.gd/ogusom.
Staying with turning and last September’s EMO
exhibition in Hanover, Germany, revealed a cutting
technique that employs a more dynamic approach, as
perhaps indicated by its name, Rollfeed. Originated by
German company Vandurit, the method is described as
“a quantum jump in [the] evolution of turning”. Using
either the B-axis of a CNC turning centre or the special
Vandurit toolholder located in a driven tool position
(synchronous threading capability required), the circle
section cutting edges of the special inserts are rolled
during the cutting of rotationally symmetrical surfaces of
any shape, both internal and external (main image, p10).
A compensating offset is generated for X and Z axes as
the tool itself moves in X and Z, and as the insert is
rolled (multiple videos: https://is.gd/fujaya). Open Mind
software supports Rollfeed turning (‘hyperMILL rollFEED’
turning strategy). As with PrimeTurning, a single insert
allows for the machining of three surfaces in an
undercut, for example. Indeed, complex contours can be
cut with a single insert (currently two styles).
A reduction in machining time of 90% is claimed,
along with very long tool lives that reduces tool change
requirements – Vandurit characterises this as “an up-to90% reduction in tool consumption”. Pilot customers are
using the technique for hard part machining, cast iron
and sintered metal processing, and the company is

Sandvik
Coromant’s
PrimeTurning
technique – this
double-insert
holder reduces
tool change
requirements

Trochoidal milling, a refresher
According to Emuge-Franken, Trochoidal milling is a cutting strategy that
involves the overlapping of a circular cutting path with a linear movement, in
effect converting slot milling into contour milling. Trochoidal milling is
particularly suitable for difficult-to-machine materials and thin-walled
components. The resulting small contact angle reduces heat generation during
machining, with lower thermal stress resulting in higher tool life. Emuge, along
with others, developed cutters specifically for this technique (Video: https://is.
gd/hadiga).

Citizen Machinery’s Low Frequency
Vibration (LFV) technology
Machine tool makers also originate machining techniques, one of the most
recent being Citizen Machinery’s Low Frequency Vibration (LFV) technology,
which is gathering orders worldwide. An answer to the problem of stringy
swarf, it uses standard tooling but employs axis back-and-forth motion (in X or
Z) that interrupts the cut, so breaking swarf into chips. Full article here:
https://is.gd/fexewu. Star Micronics’ High Frequency Turning is similar.
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developing inserts for softer material machining,
according to Jürgen Klose, who is responsible for the
development of Rollfeed. Machine tool maker Emag is an
early adopter – all its machines can be equipped or
retrofitted with the technology, with its VL and VSC
machines having it as a standard option. Visitors to
MACH 2018 (9-13 April, NEC, Birmingam – www.
machexhibition.com) will be able to discuss the technology
with Open Mind (stand H17-620).
Moving onto milling, specifically finish milling, and the
combination of latest design barrel cutters from WNT
(part of the Ceratizit Group) and supporting CADCAM
software from Open Mind (5-axis tangent plane cycle) is
claiming a reduction in machining times of up to 90%.
The two technology specialists put on a demonstration
last November at the Advanced Manufacturing Research
Centre with Boeing, located in the Sheffield City region.
As we wrote in MachineryÕs November 2017 issue (full
article: https://is.gd/hihewa), instead of straight sides,
barrel cutters have large radii; cutting with the side of the
tool being the manner of application. In the case of
conical barrel, there are two possibilities. These feature
a straight shank that leads into a taper of either around
20° or a more severe one of around 70° (included angles
in both cases), then into the radius. In the former case,
this allows for a much larger radius on the side of the
cutter, even up to 3 m. Old style barrel cutters would be
limited to up to 50 mm or so. “That is the difference
between the ‘old school’ cutters and the new,” Open
Mind Technologies UK’s managing director Adrian Smith
said at the event.
The larger the radius, the greater can be the stepdown versus a ballnose for a similar cusp height or the
better can be the surface finish for the same step-down,
or a combination of both. Higher step-down without loss
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Barrel cutters
are not new,
but latest types
such as conical
barrel designs,
combined with
an appropriate
CADCAM
strategy,
deliver amazing
benefits

Supplier contact links
Autodesk – https://is.gd/koluvo
Celeritive Technologies – https://is.gd/ufuros
Citizen Machinery UK – https://is.gd/hF09xk
Emag– https://is.gd/gosuya
Emuge-Franken – https://is.gd/qokaxi
Esprit (CAM Supplies & Services – https://is.gd/docaga)
Mastercam (4D Engineering – https://is.gd/zurayo)
Okuma (NCMT – https://is.gd/obukon)
Open Mind – https://is.gd/hajegi
Sandvik Coromant – https://is.gd/uxiput
Siemens – https://is.gd/zazesa
Solidcam – https://is.gd/hamega
Star Micronics GB – https://is.gd/puropi
Vandurit – https://is.gd/uxidoz
WNT (part of the Ceratizit Group) – https://is.gd/lewime
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of surface finish is “the big win”, said WNT business
development manager Adrian Fitts at the same event.
One requirement is that the larger the radius, the greater
the need for a high quality machine tool to make sure
that witnesses where cutter paths meet are minimised,
but there is no greater spindle power requirement.
At the November event, finishing an open-sided
pocket in an aluminium component using a 16 mm
diameter 20° conical barrel cutter for the sides and a 10
mm diameter 70° conical barrel cutter for the bottom
was contrasted with scan-cutting using a 6 mm diameter
ballnose cutter. The difference between the two was
massive; four minutes for the barrel cutters and 41
minutes for the ballnose. Another event to highlight the
benefits will take place at the Training 2000’s Advanced
Manufacturing and Automation Centre (AMAC) in
Blackburn on 26 and 27 February – visit www.
training2000.co.uk/events to sign up.
Finally, the latest development from Sandvik
Coromant is Y-axis parting-off (video: https://is.gd/
ahudol). In essence, it is an exploitation of a mechanical
advantage conferred by an axis positioned at right-angles
to X (Y-axis), complemented by a new tool design. In
conventional CNC lathes, parting-off from the rear with a
tool having the tip on its top side is achieved using X-axis
infeed and clockwise spindle rotation. This directs cutting
forces downwards, through the parting blade’s height:
a large blade height relative to the width is the way this
is countered. In Y-axis parting, the blade enters from
below a counter-clockwise rotating part, with cutting
undertaken on the ‘front’ of the insert (the insert’s top
surface has been rotated 90°), thus directing force along
the blade’s length.
Sandvik Coromant says that FEM analysis confirms
increased blade stiffness of six times, compared with
standard designs, meaning that blade deformation is as
low as one-sixth that for standard blades. In the online
video, a feed rate three-times higher is demonstrated as
possible and resulting surface finish appears better.
Parting diameter capacity is also boosted with this
new method. A pre-test confirmed a 50% increase in
overhang was possible when parting-off a conventional
120 mm diameter bar at the maximum feed capacity of
the insert, with a 300% productivity increase achieved
with no process security complications. In a customer
test case, Y-axis parting-off successfully replaced
bandsawing for a 180 mm diameter Inconel bar. And
Sandvik Coromant’s production unit in Renningen,
Germany, is using Y-axis parting-off in the production of
CoroChuck 930 and other basic toolholders, with a
reduction of five to 15 seconds/part in the case of
CoroChuck 930 units.
Clearly, while machine and tooling performance
continually improve, the above innovations deliver
additional welcome productivity bonuses. ■
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MMMA village
The MMMA (stand H20-327 will
occupy over 570 m2 within the
Metalworking Village, with 25
member companies claiming
residence, taking in: Press Form;
Midland Power Press; Presscare;
Bruderer UK (image, below);
Roemheld UK; Schuler Presses;
P J Hare; Worcester Presses;
Decade Monitoring; Worlifts Ltd;
I Mach; Oerlikon; ASC UK;
Cotswold Machinery; Group
Rhodes; AP&T; Ortlinghaus UK;
AIDA;TMA Engineering; Industrial
Clutch; Voith Turbo; Nidec Minster;
Press Techniques; Ross UK; Zebra
Worldwide Machinery; and Anton
Saws.

Swarf processing
Briquetting, the process by which
waste is compressed into bricks of
uniform size, can reduce bulk by a
ratio of 20:1. Introducing a RUF
(stand H6-708) briquetting
machine (picture, below) into
production processes can result in
the extraction of up to 90% of
fluids for re-use. Not only that, but
briquetting grinding chips in
accordance with locally
responsible authorities has the
benefit of converting the previously
classified hazardous, into nonhazardous waste. Outputs range
from 20 to 4,800 kg/h.
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The UK’s largest manufacturing technology show draws near and more
exhibitors have revealed their stand details to Machinery

Latest tooling products & management solutions
The combined Ceratizit WNT presence
(stand H19-500) represents, at over
350 m2, the largest-ever Ceratizit Group
MACH attendance.
Examples of every new product
introduced to its range since the launch
of the latest catalogue will feature.
Included will be products gathered
together within the sliding-head tooling
range catalogue, revealed late last year,
which includes over 11,000 items,
5,000 of these being brand new to the range for the
publication. Star GB (stand H19-520) will be showing
the range’s benefits.
Another new arrival is its series of 3D Finish circular
segment solid carbide milling cutters. When used on
5-axis machining centres, finish machining cycle time
savings can be as great as 90% (see also p10).
There will also be a strong focus on key application
areas, such as aerospace, automotive, energy, heavy
industry (bar peeling, etc) and rail, plus hard machining
with PCD and CBN inserts.
Tool storage and vending will be highlighted by the
TOM 840 vending system that has capacity to hold up to
840 different products or which can be configured to
customer requirements.
Says Tony Pennington, managing director of Sheffieldbased Ceratizit WNT: “MACH 2018 will be a milestone for

us with the two brands [Ceratizit and WNT]
coming together for the first time. Having
such a large stand also indicates our
position in the market, which is one of
continuing growth of market share across
the cutting tool sector. This is something
that we are achieving due to the
combination of high quality products,
market-leading logistical support and an
expanding team of technical and
applications sales engineers who are
available to work with customers. Any customers who
have specific questions during the show are welcome to
make use of our VIP area to discuss specific applications
in detail with our team.”
A ‘MACH deal’ will operate, too: for every £100 of
tooling ordered on the stand, customers receive an
additional £100 of free tools plus a free branded Zeus
handbook (while stocks last). Orders will be taken and
processed on the stand, then delivered next morning.
Also on the stand will be: the brand new Hope HB160
mountain bike, made with the help of WNT tools; and a
WNT Rotor Pro Cycling road bike, again featuring many
parts produced by WNT customer and team sponsor
Rotor. Finally, there will be a prize draw, with donations
going to the British Heart Foundation and Cancer
Research. The prize will be VIP tickets to the Brands
Hatch round of the British Superbike Championship.

Open Mind supports revolutionary turning technique
Open Mind (stand H17-620) will
present hyperMILL version 2018.2,
including Virtual Machining,
hyperMILL MAXX Performance
Machining that can reduce cycle
times by up to 90%, and the
inclusion of the Vandurit Rollfeed
turning system (see also p10).
Working in collaboration with
tool manufacturer Vandurit, Open

Mind now offers an exclusive
hyperMILL CAM strategy to match
Vandurit’s turning development that
reduces machining times and toolwear by up to 90%.
As a 3-axis machining strategy
suited to CNC lathes with B-axis – or
for those without, Vandurit’s driven
toolholder unit – the cutting
movement is produced by swivelling

the B-axis/Vandurit unit, with
simultaneous compensation in the
X and Z axes.
Grooves can be machined with a
single tool in a single movement, for
example (below), but the Vandurit
system is suitable for turning plane
and cylindrical surfaces, concave
and convex faces, as well as
grooves and inclinations.
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Price-competitive 3- & 5-axis
VMCs from XYZ Machine Tools
XYZ Machine Tools (stand
H18-640) will have
several MACH firsts
available, including
two major
developments in the
company’s product
range (see p22
for the first of
these),
although key
machine tool
debuts are the
recently
announced LR
and HD ranges
of vertical
machining centres,
along with XYZ’s
“ground-breaking”
600 mm X-axis
UMC-5X 5-axis machining
centre (pictured).
The specification and
capability of the UMC-5X sets
it apart from similar priced
machines, and puts it ahead of many costing
significantly more, says the company. Available with
Siemens 840DSL Shopmill or Heidenhain iTNC 640
HSCI, the UMC-5X distinguishes itself through its
machining capacity, having a table configuration and
machine design that allows a full 500 mm of Y-axis
travel forward of a table that is rotated 90° towards the
rear (component facing forward), allowing larger
workpieces to be machined in comparison to many
competitor machines, including those that quote the
same, or larger, axis travels as those of the UMC-5X.
Linear scales and high precision rotary scales feature.
Built-in thermal growth compensation for improved
accuracy and repeatability, as well as integrated
patented Smart Machining Technology for improved
productivity are also all part of the package.
The LR vertical machining centre range is the first of
XYZ’s product lines to be fitted with linear rail slideway
technology, allowing a relative low-cost entry into VMC
ownership while meeting XYZ’s stringent performance
criteria. The range takes in the XYZ 500 LR, XYZ 750 LR
and XYZ 1000 LR, with the number relating to X-axis
travel. Siemens 828D control, with the option of the
ShopMill Advanced software package, a standard
8,000 rpm spindle, with higher speed spindles as
options across the range, are features.
The addition of linear rail technology complements
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the box slideway machines offered
by XYZ Machine Tools, which are now designated the HD
series. This seven-machine range extends from the
compact XYZ 660HD machines, with axis travels of 660
by 450 by 500 mm (X, Y, Z) through to the ‘superheavyweight’ XYZ 3010 HD, with its axis travels of 3,000
by 1,000 by 800 mm and with the Y-axis supported on
six hardened box slideways for improved rigidity and
accuracy. The HD series will be represented on the stand
by an XYZ 800 HD and an XYZ 660 HD.
Alongside these new introductions, XYZ Machine
Tools will also have on show an extensive selection of
turning centres, in the form of an XYZ TC 320 LTY Y-axis
lathe and the popular CT 65 turning centre. These will be
joined by a number of ProtoTRAK-controlled mills and
lathes, as well as the unique XYZ 2-OP portable vertical
machining centre. “MACH is a terrific opportunity for
those that thought they knew XYZ to discover how we
have developed our offering to customers since the last
MACH show. We have not only moved forward with
extensions to our machine tool ranges, with the two, yet
to be disclosed launches, we are also moving into new
areas of manufacturing and expertise that will
complement what we already offer to customers,” says
Nigel Atherton, managing director, XYZ Machine Tools.
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Finishing expert
Fintek (stand H20-42) will be
showing the latest developments
in performance superfinishing
and mass finishing. The company
is exclusive UK agent for the
world-leading OTEC
Präzisionsfinish GmbH brand of
disc, drag and stream finishing
machines. It also provides a full
subcontract service.
For manufacturers requiring
speed and capacity to meet inline production needs, there
have been significant advances
in automation. The OTEC SF
(stream finishing) machines
feature options that include
chain feed loading/unloading
and full robotised operation.
SF machines can also be
equipped with ‘Pulsfinish’ – a
patented technology from OTEC
for automotive and toolmaking
customers. This produces rapid
relative motion between the
media and metal workpiece by
quickly alternating the direction of
the rotating heads. Fast
acceleration and deceleration
amplifies the finishing forces
exerted on the workpiece. This
produces a perfect finish faster,
without affecting workpiece
geometry. Surface roughness
values down to Ra 0.01 micron
are possible, while deburring,
edge rounding and smoothing can
take place in one process cycle,
saving even more time.
In terms of subcontracting,
the company has over 30 years’
experience that it can bring to
bear and boasts ISO9001 and
AS9100 accreditation.
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Grinding automation & more from RK International

Clamping debuts
In a MACH debut, Hainbuch
(stand H19-120) will highlight
flexible, effective and efficient
clamping systems for holding
components up to 300 mm, with
particular emphasis on what it
describes as “the new standard
in precision, robust and flexible
round part clamping” offered by
its new ‘centroteX’ quick changeover clamping system (images
above & below). Offering fast and
easy changeovers and set-ups,
it is compatible with Hainbuch’s
TOPlus, SPANNTOP and
SPANNTOP Mini systems and can
be used on turning centres,
measuring, grinding machines
and dividing heads. The system
will accept collect chucks,
mandrels, three-Jaw chucks and
fixtures. Change-over accuracy is
better than 0.008 mm; changeover time less than 5 minutes.

The new Hainbuch MandoTex
will also make its MACH debut.
This standardised quick-changeover interface has been
developed for MANDO T211/212
mandrels. With a bayonet
coupling machine and clamping
device adaptor, the MandoTex
boasts a large selection of
standard clamping devices.
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RK International Machine Tools (stand H19-314) will
emphasis latest developments within its grinding
portfolio, with five machines shown: Perfect X36, a high
precision surface grinder; Jainnher JHC 12S, a centreless
grinder; Robbi 600 ET 7, a universal cylindrical grinder; a
high precision Delta Rotax 7 rotary table, horizontal
spindle grinding machine; and Delta LC400, a rotary
table surface grinder. In addition to machines on the
stand, visitors will also be
able to discuss their
requirements for
turning and milling,
through to thread
rolling, EDM and
sheetmetal
equipment.
The Perfect X36
features a 300 by
600 mm table and
maximum distance
between the table and
spindle centreline of 600
mm. This capacity is
backed up by a 7.5 hp
(10 hp option) CP4 highprecision spindle, with
pre-stressed adjustment and
grinding wheel speeds up to 1,750 rpm, with a maximum
wheel size of 355 by 50 by 127 mm. The Perfect X36
benefits from one-micron programmable resolution,
thanks to its upgraded ADP PLC control that allows
multiple grinding cycle routines, including surface, crisscross, plunge and pitch grinding – full manual control is
also possible.
Centreless grinder Jainnher JHC12 can be configured
with a grinding capacity of 1 to 25 mm diameter as
standard or 25 to 40 mm diameter with the optional
workrest. The displayed machine will be fitted with an
automated load and unloading system, where part
loading will be via a hopper, pushing the part through the
machine into a receiving tray.
Robbi 600 (pictured) features the latest generation
ET7 control system that provides an advanced seamless
grinding experience, reducing the complexity of part
programming, including dressing cycles. With 630 mm
distance between centres, this semi-automatic, PLCbased machine provides users with “outstanding
versatility”, allowing economical grinding of one-offs.
The wheelhead contains a hydrodynamic spindle,
rotating on anti-friction metal bushes that help to
enhance surface finish quality, and its position is
controlled to within 0.001 mm, although an incremental
linear encoder can be specified in place of the rotary unit
for superior performance. The optional standalone
control pendant featuring the latest Siemens 840D sl

with Industry 4.0 capability will also be shown.
Travelling-column, rotary table, horizontal-spindle
grinding machine Delta Rotax features a stabilised
Meehanite cast-iron structure generating maximum
rigidity for increased metal removal rates and improved
flatness quality. The travelling-column design means
there is no ‘fall-off’ of the wheel across the 700 mm
grinding diameter. Accuracy and performance are also
enhanced via full-grip

hydrostatic support on all machine axes and the
wheelhead, eliminating friction, machine wear and stickslip. The spindle motor is a 7.5 kW Mackensen
hydrodynamic unit with a Mackensen hydrodynamic
bearing on the front and a pair of pre-loaded precision
ball bearings on the rear.
The machine is available with a choice of three userfriendly automation levels using Delta-developed
software on the company’s CN and CN Plus control
systems that allow self-diagnostics and unmanned
running.
Delta LC400 is part of Italy-based Delta’s ELLE range
of rotary/fixed/oscillating-table, vertical-spindle surface
grinders. It can grind components up to 400 mm
diameter and up to 205 mm high on its 40 rpm table,
delivering high metal removal rates.
Says Simon Rood, director and general manager,
RK International Machine Tools: “The combination of
grinding machines on display is an excellent crosssection of the ranges offered by our world-leading
partners. The range and capability on show highlights
RK International’s reputation as the UK’s leader in
grinding technology, able to meet the needs of
customers across a diverse variety of industry sectors.
“We are confident that MACH will provide the perfect
showcase for RK International’s product ranges and
technical ability, as such we have backed this up by
taking the largest stand in the company’s history at the
show.”
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Cable management
Igus (stand H6-314) will showcase
a wide range of cost-effective,
lightweight and maintenance-free
bearings and cable management
systems for a variety of
engineering applications.
Developed to combine the
advantages of the E2/000 and
E4.1 energy chains in one product
range, the E4.1L ‘lean’ (below)
features interior clip-in slotted
separators that provide up to an
80% assembly time saving via
layer-by-layer insertion of shelves
and cables, while time savings are
increased again by using the new
lean honeycomb strain relief.
A complete energy chain
system, Igus ‘readychain’,
comprises pre-harnessed cables,
plugs, connectors and energy
chain. These can be assembled
and dispatched within three to 10
days. The system allows OEMs to

reduce component storage costs
and lower individual parts ordering
and shipping costs. In addition,
readychain systems undergo
extensive quality control and
functional tests, and come with a
chain and cable guarantee to
agreed and defined parameters.
For applications that require
curved rails, such as machine tool
guarding systems, the ‘drylin W’
curved rails and self-aligning
carriages offer a solution. A
pivoting spherical ball, made of
the engineering polymer material
‘iglidur J’, is used to self-align the
carriage for smooth, reliable
movement along the curved rail.
As with all drylin systems, they are
self-lubricating and therefore run
maintenance-free, and are
unaffected by dirt or swarf.
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Latest software releases for Edgecam, Radan & VISI
Vero Software (stand
H18-430) will
demonstrate the 2018
R1 releases of
Edgecam, Radan and
VISI (pictured).
Edgecam includes
updates to roughing
cycles for milling,
turning and multitasking machines.
And the prevention of
unnecessary CAM regeneration is highlighted as
particularly significant. When editing a tool command,
the remaining instructions will no longer be
automatically regenerated, should the alteration not
affect the corresponding cycles, in terms of coolant or
speed data.
Sheet metal software Radan takes the increasing
popularity for automated bending into consideration,
making fingerstops safer by allowing for improved part

alignment in press
brakes, and reducing
the number of
fingerstop movements
required between
bends. A new batch
nesting system could
improve material usage
by around 9% a year
via a revolutionary
approach to optimising
a range of nests. It
does so by looking at the entire nest run and reducing
the number of sheets overall, instead of focusing on how
full each individual sheet is.
For the mould and die market, VISI provides greater
flexibility when constructing supplier and non-standard
tool configurations. Customisable templates, including
the management of blank and predrilled plates, allow
for easy tool layout creation and enhanced editing
throughout the design process.

Master Abrasives’ show return to reveal developments
Master Abrasives (stand H6-442 in
the Grinding Zone) will have a
Micromatic Grinding Technologies
machine, alongside measuring
equipment, abrasives and
superfinishing devices.
MACH 2018 marks the return to
the show after several years for the
company, but Master Abrasives has
made many strategic changes in the
intervening years. The appointment
as Micromatic Grinding
Technologies’ sole distributor in the
UK and Ireland is a significant
change that sees it offer a costeffective and reliable option for
hydraulic and CNC cylindrical,
centreless and special-purpose
grinding machines. A Micromatic eco
200 machine (pictured) will
represent this at the show, a basic
but high precision grinder that can be
used for external, internal or face
grinding applications. The machine is
an economical entry model machine
for toolrooms requiring precise and
accurate repeatability of wheel slide
to within ±0.001 mm.
Ian Meredith, applications
engineering manager and stand
manager for Master Abrasives, says:

“This will be the first exhibition for
Micromatic Grinding Technologies
machines in the UK and we are sure
there will be a considerable amount
of interest in this newly introduced

brand of machines. Our stand team
will include Martin Stevens, Master’s
resident expert on the Micromatic
product range.”
Another new partnership, with
Thielenhaus Superfinish Innovation
AG, allows Master Abrasives to offer
a complete solution for
superfinishing, supported by tapefinishing devices, as well as precision
microfinishing films from other
brands. A Thielenhaus SL50 tapefinishing device (pictured) for use on
an existing machine has been
resident in the company’s grinding
and finishing showroom since
December and will be at MACH.

The SL50 can produce high
quality surfaces and geometry on
components such as gear shafts,
rolls, piston rods and many others is
made possible.
A new range of measuring
equipment by Innovative Automation
Products will also be exhibited,
including a 2D height gauge, air
gauge and profile projector that are
also available for viewing in the
Master Abrasives showroom.
The company still offers a full
range of grinding wheel specifications
and dressing tools, but also now
available is an economical range of
wheels in storage cases that come
complete with changeable plastic
bushes to reduce bore size. In
addition to new products, Master
Abrasives has updated its literature
in line with its brand’s new look.
Concludes Meredith: “With our
dedicated applications engineering
team available to provide technical
advice at MACH, we can present a
cost-effective, high production
solution, including the machine, the
right abrasives, coolant nozzles and
dressers, for a high quality finished
part.”
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3D printing for XYZ
XYZ Machine Tools (stand H18640) will underline its entry into
the the world of 3D printing as an
official reseller of the revolutionary
HP Jet Fusion 3D printing solution
(pictured, below). This uses HP’s
Multi Jet Fusion 3D printing
technology to print productionquality parts at speeds up to 10
times faster and at half the cost
of comparable 3D printing
systems. “We see this as a
fantastic opportunity, as 3D
printing is a perfect addition to the
machine tools that we currently
offer. HP’s Multi Jet Fusion
technology is taking this process to
new levels of performance and
productivity, making the process
truly production orientated,” says
Nigel Atherton, managing director,
XYZ Machine Tools.
With build speeds up to 4,500
cm3 per hour, in an 82 hour cycle,
27,300 gear components were
produced, compared to 1,000 and
2,160 using the other techniques.
HP Jet Fusion 3D printing
solutions are user-friendly and
streamline workflow, from
developing component build to
automatic packing of the print
chamber (380 by 284 by 380
mm), maximising production prior
to printing. Pre-packed materials
are easily installed and mixing
ratios automatically selected, all
fully enclosed to maintain a clean
working environment. At the end of
the printing process, excess
material is removed and collected
to be recycled, still fully enclosed
in the unit.

ITC promotes Widia & BIG Kaiser developments
Industrial Tooling Corporation (ITC – stand H20-650) has
booked its largest ever stand, at 80 m2, to best display
the numerous new product lines that will be on display.
In 2017, ITC invested over £1 million in new
production equipment, with this giving the company the
capability to manufacture high precision cutting tools
starting at diameters as small as 0.3 mm. At the end of
2017 and through spring 2018, ITC will be
implementing a programme to extend existing
product lines, many being extended to offer
tool diameters below 3 mm.
ITC will additionally underline its position
as a ‘full-line’ cutting tool supplier with
complementary products from brands such as
BIG Kaiser and Widia.
The dedicated Widia section of the stand
will be supported by both ITC and Widia
technical engineers, who will be able to
discuss, for example, the Widia VariMill Series
end-mill’s latest development to the range, the
new Duo-Lock modular system range. This integrates
many of the VariMill milling lines into a quick-change
line. Boasting “astounding” run-out accuracy, maximum
coupling stability and length repeatability, the combination
of VariMill milling technology and the Duo-Lock system
offers “a revolutionary new solution”. VariMill geometries
allow roughing and finishing with a single tool, and the
corresponding adaptors include an extensive line of
straight and conical shanks with CV, PSC, BT and HSK
configurations in Duo-Lock sizes of DL16, DL20, DL25 and
DL32. A variety of VariMill solutions will be on show.
Another Widia new launch is “the ultimate shoulder
milling solution for step-down applications”, the VSM490
Series of Widia indexable insert tools that eliminates
finishing operations and improves productivity when
machining a wide variety of materials. It features doublesided 90° inserts offering four cutting edges to reduce cost

aluminium
machining will also be a
highlight. It is suitable for everything from
face milling, pocketing, ramping, circular interpolation
boring, slotting and shoulder milling. Machining at speeds
of up to 3,000 m/min with high speed cylindrical endmills, cutting monoblocks and shell mills that are available
in diameter ranges from 25 to 32 mm, 25 to 50 mm and
40 to 80 mm, respectively, is possible.
Finally, the Widia Victory TN710 series is a new range
of coated-carbide inserts engineered for finishing,
medium duty and rough machining of all types of alloyed
and unalloyed steels. Key productivity metrics offered are
higher metal removal rate, high surface finish, longer tool
life, consistent performance and lower manufacturing
costs. Offered for light and medium turning applications in
steel, a 30% performance increase over competitive
products is claimed for the insert range.

Holding fast on 3 mm with Piranha-Clamp vices
Phase 3 CNC (stand H18-106) will
detail the benefits of the Swissmade Piranha-Clamp that boasts a
completely new guiding system that
supports high clamping forces, while
there is no prior raw material
shaping necessary.
Featuring a specially hardened
and coated twin cylindrical jaw
guiding system, Piranha-Clamp
centering vices ensure high repeat
accuracy and high clamping power,
with the spindle able to withstand
pressures well above 1,300 Nm²,
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per insert and improve economy. VSM is
offered with screw-on end-mills from 16
to 32 mm diameter; Weldon, cylindrical
and shell type end-mill tool holders from
40 to 125 mm, shell mills and the robust
M4000 cartridge milling system from 125
to 315 mm.
The new Widia Victory High Speed
Cutting (VHSC) Series of milling cutters for

while a repeat accuracy of 0.01 mm
is achieved. Tested against
established vices, Piranha-Clamps
offer a significant reduction in jaw
deflection, ensuring higher accuracy
and positional repetition, it is
claimed.
Material loss and billet size are
kept to a minimum, as only 3 mm is
held in the serrated clamping jaws,
which, due to the high clamping
force, means no pre-clamping of the
component is necessary. Tests have
shown a significant reduction in

billet vibration during heavy
machining. Additionally, the
patented quick-change system
enables super-fast jaw changeovers.
The open construction allows for
easy chip evacuation, and its
extremely low overall height ensures
that the machine working envelope
is maximised.
Piranha-Clamp vices are
available in sizes 170 by 90 mm or
300 by 120 mm, both of which are
available with either fixed- or quickchange jaw options.
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Grinding knowledge
centre
Advanced Grinding Solutions (AGS
– stand H20-960) will be
exhibiting six machines, none of
which has been exhibited in the UK
before. These will take in a:
Rollomatic NP5 ShapeSmart:
Rollomatic LaserSmart 501; Platit
Pi111 Plus coating machine;
Magnetfinish MF73 tool surface
finishing unit; a Tschudin proLine
centerless grinder; and an FLP
double-disc lapping machine.
Krebs & Riedel grinding wheel
experts will be present, too.

The Rollomatic NP5
ShapeSmart (above) offers quick
and easy cylindrically grinding of
carbide and HSS tool blanks to
diameter and form in the place of
multi-axis tool grinders where
blank preparation takes
considerably longer, is more
expensive and results generally not
as accurate. Components up to
25 mm in diameter can be
ground, and an integrated robot
loader has a capacity for up to
1,000 parts. The NP5 grinds to
mirror finishes, can control
diameter size to ±0.0005 mm
and maintain runout concentricity
within 0.001 mm. Multi-pass
rough grinding operation can be
combined with a final through-feed
pinch grinding pass and, if
required, rough and finish grinding
can be undertaken in a single
pass. Non-round special forms and
flats are also within its capability.
Rollomatic’s LaserSmart 501
machine, which features the
simultaneous 5-axis high
precision laser machining of tools
made from ultra-hard materials
such as PCD, CVD and natural
diamond, will also feature.
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Floyd Automatic Tooling reveals ‘crazy’ new products
Floyd Automatic Tooling (stand H20620) will debut the latest line of
CrazyMill Cool products from the Swiss
tool manufacturer Mikron Tool, the
CrazyMill Cool Ball Z4, available in two
versions.
Intended for machining all
materials up to 54 HRc, its
development has focused on the
delivery of highest milling
performance and best surface quality
for stainless steels, titanium, heatresistant alloys and nickel and
chrome-cobalt-alloys. The new fourtooth finish milling cutter with
shank-integrated cooling is available
in the diameter range of 1 to 8 mm
for milling depths of up to 5xD.
Heat conductivity of stainless and heat-resistant
materials is poor, resulting in overheating of tool cutting
edges, but Mikron has developed a number of features
to overcome this. To control heat and ensure it is not
absorbed by the workpiece or swarf, CrazyMill Cool Ball
Z4 is offered with three, four or five coolant ducts
through the tool shank, delivering a coolant jet directly
to the milling area, independent of the work position

and possible interfering edges. Able to
simultaneously work at high speeds, feeds
and working depths, the result is a high
chip volume and excellent tool life.
Continuous flushing of chips from the
milling area is a further advantage, avoiding
repetitive cutting of chips and subsequent
damage to milled surfaces.
Further supporting high milling
performance and surface quality is a flute
angle of 30° for the shorter tools with
cutting length 2xD, while for 3.5 to 4.5xD
designs a progressive flute-angle increase
moves from 30° to 40°, with the latter
especially suitable for side milling,
because the entire depth can be machined
with minimal passes or even just a single
pass. For both versions, the transition of
30° from the radius to the cylindrical
section creates optimal cutting-edge corner
stability and smooth milling without vibrations.
Some manufacturers recommend milling at high feed
and speed, but with small cutter axial engagement (ap);
others try increased milling depths, but reduce speeds
and feeds. In contrast, CrazyMill Cool Ball Z4 employs
high machining data for all parameters.

Precision waterjet cutting from Rainford Precision
The new line of Finepart microabrasive waterjet machine tools
available from Rainford Precision
(stand H19-300) will be a highlight
of the exhibitor’s presence.
Manufactured in Sweden, the
Finecut WMC500 II, it is claimed,
will solve a wide range of
issues for industrial
professionals when
cutting such
common aerospace
materials as CFRP,
aluminium alloys
and titanium,
together with other
types of advanced
materials that include ceramics
and glass.
In comparison to conventional
methods of machining, such as
milling, wire-cut or die-sink EDM,
the Finecut waterjet system
eradicates the issue of heat and
consequent structural or

metallurgical change.
The machine boasts
a micro-fine jet of just
0.2 mm, positional
accuracy of ±2.5 microns,
repeatability of ±2 microns
and an adjustable jet pressure
from 500 to 4,000 bar. In
comparison, alternative waterjet
systems that claim to be ‘precision’
systems can only offer precision
levels in the ±0.1 mm range. And
Finecut WMC500 II has a work
envelope of 500 by 500 mm and a

cutting depth up to 80 mm.
The machine is powered by a
FANUC 31i-B5 CNC control system,
but Finepart has developed a
Windows-based HMI interface that
only indicates the required
parameters and functions the
operator requires. This tailored
operator interface makes the
WMC500 II simple to set-up and
operate.
In addition to this machine,
Rainford Precision will highlight an
innovative ranges of drills, endmills, thread-mills and circular
saws for micro-machining and hard
material applications from brands
such as Iwata, Xactform, Hobe,
Louis Belet, Osawa and Union Tool.
The comprehensive line of Air
Turbine Spindles with spindle
speeds varying from 25,000 to
90,000 rpm, as well as the Kern
range of micro-machining centres,
will be promoted.
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Grooving & parting
Capable of cutting to depths of
up to 55 mm, Horn’s new
grooving and parting-off blades
are designed for universal use
in the production of small batch
sizes. Six blades with cutting
widths from 2.5 to 4 mm are
available, measuring either 26
mm or 32 mm wide.
To be launched in the UK at
MACH 2018, the new grooving
and parting-off blades hold two
inserts arranged in mirror
symmetry, the inserts being
available with chip breaker
geometry in all cutting widths.
The self-clamping seat enables
straightforward and highly
precise insert replacement.
Coolant is transferred to the
blade from the base of the
holder, which is specific to the
machine being used. Two
coolant connections act as the
interface. As a result, the
grooving blade can be easily
switched from left to right,
using a conventional spanner.
The coolant is able to reach the
flank of the S100 insert,
whatever the groove depth, and
if an insert with internal coolant
supply is used, the fluid will hit
the point of cutting directly. The
nozzle creates a coolant jet
that flushes chips out of the
working area, reducing the
chance of chip accumulation. In
addition, the formation of a
built-up edge and the risk of
breakouts on the cutting edge
are considerably reduced. This
means that higher cutting
parameters are possible and
longer tool life can be achieved,
in comparison to standard
cooling systems.
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Schunk premier’s quick-change pallet modules
Schunk’s new VERO-S NSE3 138 quick-change pallet
module and the VERO-S NSE-T3 138
tombstone module will reveal
to visitors an optional
spring-actuated cone seal
that automatically locks
the units’ changing
interfaces as soon as the
clamping pin is lifted.
The VERO-S NSE3
incorporates a quick-lock cone
seal that prevents chips or dirt from
lodging within the interface. Without
changing the height, this closes off the last path for
contamination ingress in the otherwise completely
sealed modules.
Performance characteristics are also competitive,
with a pull-down force of 8 or 28 kN (the latter with
activated turbo function), as well as increased
dimensional stability for the module body having a
positive impact on the rigidity of the clamping solutions.
As a result, the highest tilting moments and transverse
forces can be reliably absorbed when parts are clamped
at the base while machining at full height is undertaken.
Clamping and positioning is via a short taper that
offers repeat accuracy of <0.005 mm. This ensures

maximum precision, even in the most demanding
applications. Due to the conical fitting,
the clamping pins can locate into
the modules eccentrically,
making the mating process very
easy.
There is no need for an
external energy supply as
clamping is achieved via spring
force; the system is form-fitting
and self-locking, meaning that
workpieces remain safely clamped in the
case of a sudden pressure drop in the air
system, while a pneumatic system pressure of just 6 bar
is sufficient to open the clamping modules.
For maximum process reliability, both clamping slide
positions ‘open’ and ‘closed’ can be monitored as
standard, using dynamic pressure. One option is a
position sensor that can be used to detect locking
without pins. Depending on the thread diameter of the
clamping pins, holding forces of 35 (M10), 50 (M12)
and 75 kN (M16) can be achieved.
The new premium modules are fully compatible with
the previous VERO-S modular system, which now
consists of more than 1,000 possible combinations for
highly efficient workpiece clamping.

Aberlink puts on Xtreme display
Prompted by the global success of
the company’s innovative Xtreme
350 CNC coordinate measuring
machine (CMM; pictured) and
customer requests for a larger
version, Aberlink will be giving a
MACH debut to the Xtreme 500
(stand H19-352).
With an extended X-Y-Z
measuring range of 500 by 500 by
300 mm, the larger, cost-effective
Xtreme 500 CMM boasts a noncartesian hexapod design that
utilises linear motors and
mechanical bearings. This
arrangement, as used in the smaller
Xtreme, ensures that the CMM
maintains its accuracy at fast
measurement rates and does not
suffer from accumulated dynamic
inaccuracies that occur in
conventional 3-axis cartesian
CMMs. Also, the use of temperature
control and temperature
compensation enables the machine

to accurately measure over a wider
temperature range.
In addition to this new launch,
Aberlink’s best-selling Axiom Too
CNC CMM will be performing
inspection routines, using both
Renishaw’s latest touch-probe
technology and Aberlink’s own
innovative CCD camera system.
Also put through its paces at
the exhibition will be the latest
iteration of Aberlink’s inspection
software. In addition to touchtrigger probing and vision
measurement, Aberlink 3D CNC
Inspection software now enables
the accurate rapid scanning of
features and profiles. The Mk IV
software version delivers
enhanced functionality and
boasts an improved CAD
comparison software module and,
it is claimed, the easiest to use
‘off-line programming from CAD’
software module currently available.
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Milling system launch
Horn’s DA32 exchangeable head
milling system that boasts new,
high performance, diamond-tipped
inserts will get its UK launch. The
tools achieve outstanding results
when shoulder, face, plunge and
circular milling.
End-mills in the DA32 system
are available in diameters from 20
to 63 mm and incorporate
between two and six inserts.
Highly positive insert geometry
ensures a smooth cut, minimising
the stress exerted on the workpiece
and the tool. As a result, long
cutter life and virtually burr-free
machining are ensured,
particularly when processing longchipping materials.
The wide finishing radius
creates a high standard of
surface quality, even at elevated
feed rates. The coolant supply
reliably ensures targeted cooling of
the cutting edges, as well as
ensuring safe removal of chips
from the working zone.
Using a special insert
geometry for machining fibrereinforced plastics, combined with
the hardness and wear resistance
of the CVD thick-film diamond
coating, “outstanding levels” of
cutting performance are achieved.
Horn’s tried-and-tested diamond
substrates guarantee that the
cutting edges, produced using
state-of-the-art laser technology,
work efficiently.
These attributes, together with
the rigidity of the quenched and
tempered steel heads and shanks,
both coated with wear-resistant TiN
coating, combine to makes the
benefits of the cutting system a
reality, Horn underlines.
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Citizen Cincom D25 sliding-head launch
The new Cincom D25-VIII
and -VII sliding headstock
turn-mill centre (pictured)
offers support for complex
cycles, with two gang vertical
toolposts each having X, Y
and Z movement and one
with a B-axis capable of
both front and back
machining (Citizen
Machinery UK, stand H20570). In addition, there is a
back toolpost and opposite toolpost offering tool
capacity of up to 59 tools, while a removable guide
bush offers more economic material when machining
shorter components. The next generation of Citizen’s
advanced CNC system featuring touch-screen and

qwerty keyboard is also to be
launched at MACH 2018 and is
a key feature on these models.
The Cincom D25-VIII is
configured as a 10-axis
sliding-head, 25 mm capacity
machine that incorporates a
0-135° swivelling B-axis.
Incorporated within the first
gang toolpost (X1, Y1, Z1), it is
capable of holding four doublesided driven spindles to service
both the main and sub-spindles.
In addition, a second gang toolpost (X2, Y2, Z2) can
work independently or simultaneously with the (X1, Y1,
Z1) toolpost to overlap, for instance, rough or finish
turning operations or apply in unison, drilling or milling
based cycles.
Meanwhile, further flexibility is offered by a back
toolpost (Y3-axis) with one fixed or three driven tools
having 90° adjustment for face, radial or angle
machining, while the opposite toolpost is positioned
alongside the sub-spindle (X3, Z3) to provide a further
two fixed-tool positions.
Main spindle power is 5.5 kW and sub-spindle power
is 3.7 kW, with both having a maximum speed of
10,000 rpm. The gang toolpost-located driven tools are
powered by 2.2 kW motors and have maximum speeds
of 9,000 rpm, while the back driven tool speeds are
6,000 rpm. Rapid traverse rates are 32 m/min, with
24 m/min available on the machine tool’s Z2 gang
toolpost.

Bowers Group stand has Industry 4.0 focus
Bowers Group (stand H13–310)
will exhibit the range of precision
measurement equipment that it
offers, including a selection of
products from Baty, Trimos, Sylvac,
Gagemaker, Innovatest, Wyler and
Accretech.
In particular, a new Baty
Venture XT Vision system (pictured)
will be exhibited for the first time in
the UK, demonstrating the latest
software innovation, Fusion MK4,
along with the Baty R400 FT2-E
touch-screen profile projector.
Industry 4.0 will be a particular
focus, not only at the exhibition but
from the Bowers Group itself. The
new Sylvac F60 series of optical
scanning systems will be exhibited

at the show, alongside a
collaborative robot having a
direct interface to the Sylvac
Sylcom integrated software
solution. The Bowers stand will
feature Bluetooth gauges from
Bowers and Sylvac, illustrating
Industry 4.0 interoperability
between machines, devices and
people.
Also on the stand will be the
Trimos Labconcept horizontal
calibration machine, along with
a selection of height gauges,
including the V series range
from Trimos and Hi_Cal from
Sylvac.
In addition, visitors will have the
opportunity to see a selection of

Wyler levelling instruments,
Gagemaker thread measuring
devices and other hand tools;
including products from the famous
Moore & Wright brand.
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TRAINING & EDUCATION SHAPING THE FUTURE OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION

Inﬂuential effort
MACH exhibition organiser the Manufacturing Technologies Association (MTA) is taking the opportunity
of a generation to help inﬂuence technical education in the UK, as Laura Pickering, MTA, education and
development manager, explains

I

n last year’s Budget, Chancellor Philip
Hammond announced the introduction
of new technical qualifications, called T
levels, aimed at simplifying vocational and
technical training in England. T levels are
level 3 programmes that will be designed
primarily to support entry to skilled
employment in technical occupations at level
3 and above. They are a classroom-based
technical study programme that will be
primarily studied at an education or training
provider.
T levels will also support progression to
higher education options, including higher
technical qualifications, higher
apprenticeships, degree apprenticeships,
and technical degrees, including through
Institutes of Technology and National
Colleges. Both A levels and T levels will be

prestigious programmes for ambitious
students who want to progress into
rewarding careers.
“We want students who complete T levels
to be able to move into apprenticeships at
level 4 and above, or progress to further
specialist technical qualifications at higher
levels or higher education,” says the
government’s consultation document
(https://is.gd/agizar).
The proposed changes to the way
technical education is managed come
following recommendations made by the
Independent Panel on Technical Education,
led by Lord Sainsbury. The government
accepted all the recommendations made by
the panel, primarily that there should be two
programmes (academic or technical) of
equal importance and weighting for 16-19
education.

UK POSITION NOT GREAT

Laura Pickering,
MTA, education and
development manager
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During his budget speech, Hammond
acknowledged that the UK is now near the
bottom of the international league table for
technical education.
“There is still a lingering doubt about the
parity of esteem attaching to technical
education,” he said. While the academic
route through education from GCSEs to A
levels and onwards is well-regarded, more
needs to be done for technical education,
says the budget document, adding:
“England’s technical education system is
confusing for students, with around 13,000
qualifications available – many of them of
little value”.
The government plans to make major
overhauls to how technical education is
taught and administered. This aims to put
the courses on an equal footing with
academic work and improve Britain’s levels
of productivity, which currently lag behind our
counterparts in advanced economies around
the world.

Between now and 2022, 15 new routes
to skilled employment will be developed in
areas where substantial technical training is
required to progress into employment. These
routes, also referred to as occupational
maps, will include engineering and
manufacturing, construction, health and
science, catering and hospitality, and social
care, amongst others.
The government has formed 15 T-level
panels, composed of industry experts, to
help shape the way T levels are formed
within each of the occupational maps. This
is a pivotal time for industry to help
influence the future of technical education in
England, and industry-led panels aim to help
to ensure that the T level curriculum
prepares young people for work and trains
them to meet the skills needs of the
industry.
The MTA has been consulting its
manufacturing technology supplying
members (see box for fuller explanation) on
whether they feel job roles within the
advanced manufacturing sector are fairly
represented within the engineering and
manufacturing route, and will be formally
responding to government consultations on
both the occupational maps and the
implementation of the T level programmes.
This MTA is also pleased to have two
representatives of member companies
sitting on T level panels: Mike Berry,
director, 600 Group, sits on the Engineering
& Manufacturing: Maintenance, Installation
and Repair panel, while Mike Westlake, UK
& CEE manager, Autodesk Education
Experiences, chairs the Engineering &
Manufacturing: Design, Development and
Control panel.
Says Westlake: “The manufacturing and
engineering industry is being hugely
disrupted by technologies such as machine
learning, robotics, additive manufacturing
and advances in artificial intelligence. This
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MACH 2018 (www.machexhibition.com), held at Birmingham’s NEC from 9-13 April,
will incorporate a Training & Education Zone aimed at encouraging visiting students
to pursue a career in manufacturing and engineering

completely transforms the requirements of
the workforce and poses new challenges in
the way we educate that workforce. T levels
give us the opportunity to prepare students
for the future of work, taking all the
technological advancements into account.
One of the key differentiators is that all
T level programmes include substantial, high
quality work placements to allow students to
directly apply their learning in a real-world
environment.”

MEETING STRINGENT REQUIREMENTS
He continues: “The main deliverable for the
panel is to ensure that the T level meets the
stringent requirements by the most
technologically advanced industries, not just
in the UK, but globally. The panel will need
to ensure that young people can see a clear
path to get from school to their chosen
occupation. Another goal is to change public
perception that industries such as
engineering, construction or manufacturing
are low skilled. T levels will be key in
changing the perception that technical
education is somehow inferior to academic
education. We want to see parity between
how an A level and T level is regarded by
academia and industry.”
Adds Berry: “I am delighted to be asked
to be a member of the T level panel. The
training of the next generation of engineers
is crucial, both to the engineering industry
and the UK economy. I am excited by this
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opportunity to have an input into the T level
and help shape and promote future technical
education.”
T levels can be seen in a much wider
perspective, when examined alongside the
government’s Industrial Strategy. The UK
already has a world-wide reputation for
engineering excellence, but in a post-Brexit
Britain it is vital that we embrace these
technological advances and create a
workforce equipped for 21st century
technology.
James Selka, CEO of the MTA, says:
“The manufacturing and engineering sectors
in the UK have their own unique challenges
when trying to attract staff into the sector.
We have always believed that the sooner
students are introduced to the amazing
technology available to them, the sooner we
will be able to start engaging with the
abundance of young talented individuals we
have here in the UK.
“The next generation of engineers are
digital natives and we have to emphasise
how rewarding engineering careers are. The

government is making all the right noises
and we were also encouraged when they
declared 2018 ‘The Year of Engineering’.
We must now take this momentum and use
it to tackle the skills gap.”
The MTA encourages industry to respond
to any government consultations around the
T levels – one area for concern is the
proposed three-month work placement that
each student will undertake as part of their
studies. This may impact significantly on
company resources and time. The amount of
time that would be spent on training a
student over three months to then lose them
back into the education system when their
placement is complete is an issue that
needs to be given great consideration
(particularly when compared to training an
apprentice over a longer period of time and
the return on investment gained from that).
It has even been suggested that hosting
organisations could offer a salary during
placements. (The closing date for input to
the government’s consultation document
occurs this month.) ■

The Manufacturing Technologies Association
If you buy manufacturing technology – machine tools, cutting tools, workholding,
metrology, CADCAM software and more – then you probably do so from an MTA
member. The organisation estimates that turnover for the manufacturing technology
sector in the UK in 2016 was about £1.6 billion, of which about 75% was exported.
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TURNING MEDIUM-TO-LARGE CAPACITY WORK TO TACKLE

By increasing its turning capacity,
GCH Precision Engineering knew it could
capture more work

Energetic investments
Three companies that serve the oil and gas/energy sector have
installed a variety of turning solutions from T W Ward CNC Machinery,
Mills CNC and 600 UK

A

fter realising that OEMs across a
number of industries were struggling
to source large capacity machining
within Scotland for, primarily, complex parts
requiring milling as well as turning
operations, Graham Hawthorne, CEO of
East Kilbride, Glasgow-based GCH Precision
Engineering, knew that the company could
secure this work, if it installed a HyundaiWia L500LMA slant-bed lathe with C-axis
and driven tools, supplied by T W Ward CNC
Machinery (Ward CNC – https://is.gd/icilez),
Hyundai-Wia’s UK and Ireland agent.
“Knowing that such work was
increasingly being outsourced either
overseas or south of the border, I knew that
we had the in-house skills to handle such
projects – all I needed was the machining
capacity,” reports Hawthorne.
The 690 by 2,109 mm (diameter by
length) Hyundai-Wia L500LMA was available
from stock from Ward CNC – which carries
a high level of varied stock and
demonstration machines at its Sheffield
and Redditch bases to enable rapid
response to customers’ short delivery
demands.
Continues Hawthorne: “At the same
time, we needed to replace some ageing
machines – a radial arm drill, a manual
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lathe and an older, smaller capacity CNC
lathe – and while the Hyundai-Wia has
effectively replaced all these, it has,
importantly, also extended our capacity to
satisfy this larger work.
“Rather than having to re-locate
workpieces for separate operations, we can
now complete very complex parts in a
single set-up, which not only saves time
and resources from a manual handling and

manpower perspective but it also
eliminates any worries of possible
inaccuracies when re-setting.
“Added to this is the fact that the
machine’s rapid traverse rates of 20 m/min
also contribute to the machine’s fast cycle
times.” And he also adds that the
machine’s power and torque (45 kW main
spindle; torque 2,990 Nm) can easily
handle large cuts of, say, 7 mm at a feed
rate of 0.38 mm/rev, saying: “It is the only
time we have ever experienced a cutting
insert and tool not being able to keep up
with the machine’s capacity and ability in
terms of sheer metal removal rates.”

Flexible pipe systems specialist National Oilwell Varco
(NOV) Flexibles UK has installed a large ram-type vertical
turning lathe, supplied by Mills CNC
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Concludes the GCH Precision Engineering
CEO: “The Hyundai-Wia is the ideal machine
to help spearhead the next step of our
company’s expansion plans, and this has
been achieved by creating the required
bridge to the next phase, which will see us
moving to larger premises.
“This will further accelerate our wideranging portfolio of services that, in addition
to machine repair services for drilling
equipment, also includes the machining of
long shafts, valves and pumps, bonnet seal
rings and Monel casing covers.
“It has been the single most important
step that we have taken recently that has
really paid off, in terms of our company’s
main objective to improve and modernise
our plant, coupled with a significant
expansion, in terms of our current
capabilities and physical capacity.”
Included in the company’s order book are
workpieces machined from most materials –
from EN3A steel to EN36 high tensile steel,
aluminium, super duplex, Inconel and
plastics for clients in the aviation, oil and
gas, food and drink, and pharmaceutical
sectors, for instance, as well as parts for
robotic machinery and components for the
onshore drilling industry (equipment for site
investigations, for example) which also
embrace the production of API threads to
NACE and AMEC standards.

Staying with the oil and gas/
energy sector and Fife-based
flexible pipe systems specialist
National Oilwell Varco (NOV)
Flexibles UK has installed a
large ram-type vertical turning lathe, supplied
by Mills CNC (https://is.gd/exebas).
The supplied Puma VTS 1620M is being
used to machine a diverse range of NOV’s
proprietary and patented complex, high
precision and performance-critical
components, as well as to repair
(re-machine) worn parts that require
refurbishment.

CONNECTOR PARTS
These components, made from difficult-tomachine materials, many of which have
undergone Inconel weld overlay and inlay
cladding and heat treatment processes,
include large diameter end-fittings and flange
connectors – components that provide the
required secure interfaces between flexible
pipe systems and topside/subsea facilities
such as ‘floating production storage and
offloading’ (FPSO) vessels/’floating
production units’ (FPUs), platforms,
wellheads, subsea installations and so on.
Featuring a 63-in chuck and a 2,000 mm
maximum turning diameter, the Doosan VTS
1620M is the latest high performance CNC
machine tool NOV has acquired from Mills

CNC in recent years. Other machines include
several long-bed Puma horizontal singleturret lathes with driven tools, twin-pallet
horizontal machining centres and a
horizontal borer. All these machines,
including the VTS 1620M, are rigidly built,
powerful and feature large working
envelopes.
The VTS 1620M is a box guideway
vertical turning that has a number of
onboard technology features that make it
suitable for the productive and precise
machining of large diameter components.
It was installed at the company’s recently
upgraded and extended manufacturing
facility in Glenrothes, in April 2017, and
represents part of an ongoing multi-million
pound investment made by the company in
plant, machinery and equipment. This
investment will allow NOV to create a global
welding and precision manufacturing Centre
of Excellence at the site and help the
company deliver its insourcing business
strategy.
Says Alex Mitchell, Flexibles UK’s
maintenance manager: “The VTS 1620M,
like our other Doosan machines, is reliable,
versatile and delivers impressive cutting
performance. We continue to invest in
Doosan machine tools because they are
technically sound and are competitively
priced. They are also backed by Mills CNC’s

Going back to its VTL roots, Broadbent Stanley
Stanley and adds significantly to our existing portfolio of large
Producing its first lathe back in 1870, Halifax-based
capacity lathes, grinders and mills.”
Broadbent Stanley (https://is.gd/afegur) has a long
The Radar VTLs are available in three models, the RALand distinguished history of designing and
12, RAL-16 and RAL-20, with maximum turning
manufacturing large capacity machine
diameters ranging from 1,500 through to 2,400
tools. Its product portfolio has evolved to
mm, turning heights up to 1,600 mm and a
add grinding machines plus the Parkson
maximum workpiece weight of 13,000 kg on the
range of milling machines. At one point, it also
largest machine. All three come as
offered a series of vertical turning lathes (VTLs)
standard with FANUC 0i-TF CNC system,
and now history is repeating itself with the
along with a 12-position toolchanger that
announcement of a strategic agency agreement
can be increased to 18 on the optional
with Radar Industrial, a Taiwan-based
M-specification machines, with nine of those
manufacturer of CNC VTLs.
positions driven and powered by a 15 kW
This will see Broadbent Stanley marketing
(max) motor at up to 2,400 rpm. For the
and selling the Radar range in many markets,
Going back to its roots –
larger of the three machines, the main table
including the UK and Ireland, Egypt, Africa and
Broadbent Stanley has partnered
is powered by a 45 kW motor, with two speed
the Middle East. Says Graham Thomas,
with Radar Industrial, a Taiwanranges of 1-50 and 1-200 rpm, controlled via a
managing director at Broadbent Stanley:
high torque (up to 23,750 Nm) gearbox.
“This is an exciting development for Broadbent based manufacturer of CNC VTLs
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Fully

integrated performance

NEW

Tiger·tec® Silver ISO P Generation: new
cutting materials plus new geometries! The
combination of the unique Tiger·tec® Silver CVD
coating with the completely new geometry
family for an even greater range of applications
makes the innovative performance marvel
even more efficient when turning steel. That’s
what we call pure performance – fully integrated
into the processes of our customers.

Remarkable increase in performance:
Competition
Tiger·tec® Silver WPP10S

Walter GB LTD.
Unit 1 The Courtyard
Buntsford Gate
Bromsgrove B60 3DJ
www.walter-tools.com
www.youtube.com/waltertools
www.facebook.com/waltertools

+ 75 %

See the product video:
Scan the QR code or go to
http://goo.gl/frwc2
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“It’s the best machine we have in the factory,” says
Medley Precision Engineering’s production manager, Stuart
Solomon, of the company’s Harrison Alpha 1550XS

integrated after-sales service and support
that, from our experience, is difficult to
beat.”
Another company undertaking work for
similar sectors is Medley Precision
Engineering but, in this particular instance,
it has opted for a different type of technology
that suits low volume manufacture, a 2-axis

manual/CNC lathe supplied by 600 UK
(https://is.gd/sutubi), a Harrison Alpha XS.
Supplying turned parts for the oil and
gas, defence, rail and power generation
sectors, the Mansfield-based manufacturer
is no stranger to machining difficult-to-cut
materials, which is why it opted for the
robust platform of the Harrison Alpha

1550XS, which offers 554 mm diameter
swing over bed and, in this case, 2 m
between centres (3 m is also available).
The machine has actually been installed at
the company’s works for six to seven years,
which allows Medley Precision Engineering’s
production manager Stuart Solomon to offer
a reliable opinion on its performance and
suitability for the company’s needs.
“It’s the best machine we have in the
factory. This is because it is remarkably
easy to program, as it has its own Alphalink
system that can be programmed on the
laptop. I can draw parts and send them
straight into the machine,” he explains.
The flat-bed CNC lathe retains a
conventional element and of this Solomon
says: “We often do low quantities of work
and this machine can be up and cutting in a
matter of minutes and this is a big bonus for
our business.”
He sings the Harrison Alpha’s praises in
other respects, too. “The machine has never
caused us any issues or problems, so
support isn’t a factor we’ve needed to be
concerned about. It’s a very solid machine
that is well built and extremely reliable.
We are often cutting difficult materials like
super duplex, and the Alpha XS generates
an excellent surface finish, something that is
credit to the build quality of the machine.
It’s an extremely flexible and versatile
machine and there isn’t anything I wouldn’t
feel comfortable putting on the Alpha.” ■

Turning-related industry & product news in brief
■ Dozens of engineers recently saw the Starrag Bumotec s191
linear CNC multi-function turn-mill centre’s capabilities, after it
was put through its paces at the AMRC with Boeing Centre in
Sheffield. https://is.gd/usosab
■ Non Standard Socket Screw (NSSS) ordered four CNC slidinghead turn-mill centres worth £400,000 from Citizen Machinery UK
in 2017. https://is.gd/ojiven
■ German-Japanese machine tool firm DMG Mori has upped its
automation game by founding a new joint venture company with
German company Heitec AG, DMG Mori Heitec GmbH, with this
representing an extension to two companies’ collaboration over
recent years. Automation for CNC lathes is part of this effort.
https://is.gd/hejuga
■ Geo Kingsbury has appointed Richard Hughes as sales
director for MTG (milling, turning, grinding) with the remit to
promote four German machine tools that the company sells
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exclusively in the UK and Ireland. https://is.gd/ozomaq
■ The WhizCut WhizHold range of toolholding and workholding
products for Swiss-type automatic lathes is now available in the
UK from Carillon Industrial Services (CIS). https://is.gd/afazij
■ DMG Mori ‘CTX 2500|700’ is a powerful, universal turning
machine for machining components up to 366 mm in diameter
from billet or 76 mm from bar and to a maximum length of 705
mm. https://is.gd/tiﬁno
■ Okuma has added the front-loaded, side-by-side twin-spindle
2SP-2500H CNC lathe to its line of a smart machines, targeting
greater reliability in mass production, especially for automotive
parts. It is 20% faster than previous models. https://is.gd/focodi
■ XYZ Machine Tools has added several options and upgrades
to its range of SLX ProTURN lathes that will add further operator
convenience and productivity, the company underlines.
https://is.gd/acuxut
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Changing
times
T

aking over as the operation’s new
managing director is Sally Thorley, who
has been employed by Precision
Products (https://is.gd/rubako) for nearly 30
years and was previously financial director.
She succeeds Brian Owen, who will remain
on the board of directors as the company’s
chairman. Further senior appointments are
Ian Jenkins, who has moved across from
production to become commercial manager;
and Jason Bullen, who joined the company
at the start of 2018 as production manager.
The end of last year marked 18 months
since Precision Products consolidated its
business into the Rustington factory and
dispensed with a nearby satellite unit in
Hollingbury. This also saw the subcontractor
move exclusively to CNC, phasing out the
company’s use of cam-controlled multispindle turning machines and coil-fed lathes.
Production is now carried out exclusively
on 22 Citizen and Miyano CNC automatic
lathes from Citizen Machinery (https://is.gd/
ajoxim) for sliding- and fixed-head turn-milling
respectively, the latter having capacities up
to 64 mm diameter. They are supported by a
hermetically sealed, ultrasonic solvent
cleaning system, an aqueous cleaning
station and high precision inspection
equipment, as well as a tool vending

Sally Thorley has been promoted to
managing director, after 30 years with
Precision Products

Turned parts subcontractor Precision Products of Rustington,
West Sussex, is kicking off the year by announcing a new senior
management team that follows the company centralising its activities
and dumping cam-controlled, multi-spindle turning machines and
coil-fed lathes in favour of CNC turning technology alone, plus a focus
on staff development
solution supplied and managed by Turner
Tools, which is based in the South East.
The move to consolidate operations onto
a single site has delivered benefits in
flexibility, advises new managing director
Thorley: “By concentrating production in
Rustington, we have more staff in one place,
so are able to work more flexibly. Our setters
have become multi-skilled, allowing them to
move freely between machines on the
shopfloor, even from fixed- to sliding-head
lathes, increasing production efficiency.

Recruitment & training
Precision Products recognises the importance of recruiting good people and retaining
them. Seventy per cent of employees have worked for the company for 10 years or more,
while half can claim over 20 years’ service. One current staff member, Gary Chatfield, who
works in the inspection department, has been with the company for 39 years.
The company takes on at least one apprentice every year. For example, 50-year-old
Mark Walker is approaching the end of the second year of his foundation course in
engineering on day-release to Northbrook College, Worthing, while 19-year-old student
Bradley Gardner, who already holds academic qualifications, has started to gain practical
experience on the shopfloor at Rustington.
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“It has streamlined our operation,
reduced overheads and helps us keep down
the prices we charge, making us more
competitive. As a result, we have been able
to increase the number of long-term partner
relationships we have with customers,
leading to stable contracts that benefit both
them and us.
“We now operate continuously from 5.00
am on Monday to noon on Friday. Without
the previous gaps between day and night
shifts, it increased our machining capacity
by 15% almost overnight. With 32
employees, nearly the same number as we
had before our rationalisation programme,
we increased turnover by 14% in 2017,
compared with the previous year.”

MANNED AROUND THE CLOCK
The factory is manned around the clock, as
while lights-out running is a strategy
adopted for bar-fed lathes is feasible, for
long runs of brass parts it is not appropriate
for producing smaller volumes of stainless
steel components, which account for around
half of the subcontractor’s output (other
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SUBCONTRACTING NEW TEAM TO TAKE ESTABLISHED FIRM INTO THE FUTURE

materials regularly processed include
aluminium, brass, steels, titanium and
nickel alloys).
As for the competitiveness this delivers,
chairman Brian Owen says: “It was
undeniably quiet for the month leading up to
the Brexit vote and immediately afterwards,
but the level of business returned quickly
and has remained high, partly through
increased exports, due to the relative
weakness of the pound, although it has
strengthened somewhat recently.
“The other side of the coin is that
machine tools from Japan, Germany and
elsewhere are more expensive to buy in the
UK, and the price of raw materials has
risen, but the ability to win new contracts is
far more important. Nobody will buy
production equipment at all, whatever the
price, if there is no work to put on it.”
New business won by Precision Products
includes machining 5,000 sets of a family
of 15 stainless steel components plus two
plastic variants for a new design of hot
water dispenser. Another new contract is
turn-milling components from brass bar that
go into high-end light switches used in listed
buildings, such as stately homes and
museums. The work was previously fulfilled
from China, using die castings, but the
polished finish was not good enough. The
parts are now produced for a similar price
and to the required standard in Rustington,
without the lead-time associated with supply

Aerospace accreditation
The firm is one of the first contract machinists in the UK to be accredited to AS9100
Rev D, the latest revision of the quality management system standard for the aviation,
space and defence industries. Precision Products is a long-established, second-tier
supplier to the aerospace sector, which accounts for around 20% of the
subcontractor’s turnover. The latest accreditation will be promoted on the company’s
stand, D70, at Southern Manufacturing 2018, Farnborough, 6-8 February.

of parts from from the Far East.
New commercial manager Ian Jenkins
underlines the local sourcing benefit:
“British OEMs should look at the growing
trend to reshore contract machining and ask
UK subcontractors to quote when production
volumes rise to levels that often trigger
turning to low-wage countries.
“They may well find domestic suppliers
competitive on price, especially when taking
into account additional handling and
administration, as well as the higher
transportation fees, which appear on a
different balance sheet in some
companies.”
Production hardware and currency
depreciation aside, people development has
been a recent focus, too. Thorley adds that
2017 was a year for investment in staff and
related technology, such as face recognition
and the People HR smart phone app
(https://is.gd/uquluj), as well as on
environmental issues (box item, right).

All staff members have been empowered
to take responsibility for their working
environment whilst continuously improving
productivity and minimising waste, be it on
the shopfloor or in the office, and undergo
continuous training at Level 2 in NVQ
Business Improvement Techniques, in
partnership with training providers,
Qualitrain, who’s trainer/assessor Darren
Burton says: “I can honestly say I have
never known quite such an enthusiastic
team as we have here at Precision
Products. The Business Improvement
Techniques programme is designed to
challenge the way we think, plan and work
in order to improve quality, cost and
delivery. It can be uncomfortable for people
to change the way they approach their daily
tasks, especially after many years, but this
group has been remarkable for its
willingness to engage with the training.
They are a real pleasure to work with.” ■
❐ Subcontracting news in brief, p40

Efﬁciency drive

Precision Products’ new commercial
manager, Ian Jenkins (right) with
Brian Owen, chairman
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Recent environmental initiatives at
Precision Products include replacing
conventional lighting with LEDs
throughout the company, which will
save nearly 4.8 tonnes of carbon
dioxide emissions annually. A new,
more efficient compressor, saving an
additional 12.25 tonnes of CO2, has
been installed from which heat is
recycled to warm one end of the
factory during the winter. And nearly
everything is in place for ISO 14001
environmental management
accreditation, which the firm hopes to
achieve shortly.
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Briefs

Cold-former installs high output unit

■ Birmingham-based precision

engineering firm GB Precision
(https://is.gd/nexubo) has
helped a customer by advising
on improved mould tool design.
The challenge was a rapid-cycle,
multi-impression medical
packaging mould tool where the
specified material, a high
performance, engineering
polymer, had a known tendency
to ‘string’ during moulding.
From the outset, the
customer had specified the use
of a hot runner system for the
tool, however, as GB Precision
director Paul Turner says: “There
are hot runner systems and hot
runner systems, and you tend to
get what you pay for. The original
specification had assumed quite
a simple system, which,
although it would have been
perfectly adequate for a less
challenging application, would,
in this case, have resulted in a
reduced cycle time and a
narrower moulding window, due
to the nature of the material
being moulded.”
The customer had been
looking for a 10 second cycle,
but with the advised solution,
a much-reduced cycle was
possible, while the moulding
window was substantially
increased and material wastage
reduced. Concludes Turner:
“By providing our engineering
expertise at the tool design
stage, we were able to provide
our customer with long term
benefits in his tool’s
productivity.”
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Cold-forming specialist Dawson Shanahan (https://
is.gd/erizom) has installed a high throughput Formax
machine, a four-die, high speed cold former that will
boost output while extending Dawson’s offering.
The Formax FX54M, which is larger than any of
Dawson’s other cold-forming machines, will extend the
company’s capability in two ways: its increased size will
allow Dawson to make larger cold-formed parts; and its
throughput of up to 190 pieces per minute will help raise
overall production capacity.
In addition, the new unit is specially designed to
allow fast tool changeovers. Tools can be pre-set – using
a second tool pack on a jig while a production batch is

still running. Because the model includes preprogrammed, die-side ejection, tools can then be
changed in as little as 20 minutes – a small fraction of
the usual four hours required to change tools on a
standard four-die header. Overall, faster tool changeovers
will reduce machine downtime and help to raise
production output.
An added bonus of this arrangement is that, with
careful production scheduling, a third and fourth die pack
will allow Dawson to accommodate smaller batch
quantities, with shorter run times. This, in turn, cuts the
need for component inventory.
The Welshpool, Wales-located company announced
the investment at the end of last year and underlined
that this took the company’s spend in 2017 to
£500,000 on new equipment, making it the third year in
a row that it had spent such a figure.
p Last year the company was among 100 top-rated UK
SMEs to be named an ‘Export Champion’ in the
CommonwealthFirst programme, giving it access to fastgrowing Commonwealth markets such as Australia,
Canada and India. The company benefited from training,
mentoring, trade missions and business development
support to help it secure new business in the 52
countries that make up the Commonwealth.

Automation provides cost-effective route to growth
Danish subcontractor Vivo
Production has ‘employed’ a
Universal Robot UR10 (RARUK
Automation, https://is.gd/
hajiwo) to help support its growing
business.
Having worked in industry for
10 years, Jesper Larsen set up his
own company, in Aabenraa,
Denmark, in April 2016, investing
in two CNC machines. He singlehandedly established a successful
subcontracting business that
undertook batch production
through to prototypes, typically for
the wind power and offshore
industries.
As his reputation grew, so did
order intake, and the company
began to struggle to keep pace
with demand. The purchase of
another CNC machine was already
planned, so Larsen wanted to avoid
the cost of bringing more people
into the business, at least in the
short term. The helping hand he
chose for the task instead was a

Universal Robot UR10.
“I toyed with the idea of getting
a robot to load parts into the
machine, rather than hiring
someone, so, I opted for a cheaper
CNC machine and a UR10 for
machine tending. It’s like an extra
operator feeding blanks into the
machine,” he explains.
When working on larger
batches, the UR10 robot runs nonstop from 7:00 to 23:00 hours,

and during times of very high
demand even operates over the
weekend. The robot arm
automatically shuts down when it is
out blanks, awaiting Larsen’s return
to re-fill the loading station.
“It never gets tired, works
around the clock and offers many
other advantages too,” he adds.
“There is no need for safety
guarding and the robot is so
flexible that I can re-set it for
different components and even
completely different tasks.”
Within a year, the UR10 robot
installed at Vivo Production had
paid for itself, providing a costeffective stepping stone that
allowed the business to grow,
without the need to immediately
recruit staff. But it hasn’t prevented
expansion of employment: the
company has continued to grow
and now has four employees, more
CNC machines, a wider customer
base and a constant stream of new
orders.
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SUPPLY SIDE VIGILANCE GROUP

Carry on growing
Celebrations of success with plans
for more of the same

B

ristol-based Vigilance Group, the
engineering specialist holding company
that incorporates – Machine Tool Sales
Online, MACH Machine Tools (https://is.gd/
hiniba) and Vigilance Engineering Safety
Products – celebrated its tenth anniversary in
2017. In addition, Group managing director
Dave Andrew celebrated 30 years in the
machine tool industry last November. But in
acknowledging these milestones, the focus is
firmly on the future.
Supporting this, a number of plans and
initiatives, designed to ensure the Group’s
long-term growth and prosperity, have been
set in train.
These include the recent launch of two
new websites, one each for Machine Tool
Sales Online and MACH Machine Tools, and,
from Spring 2018 onwards, a significant
expansion in the type and range of machines
offered by MACH Machine Tools.
Explains Andrew: “We are constantly
moving forward and in the early part of this
year we will begin to stock and sell ranges of
new high productivity and high performance
CNC machine tools to UK and Irish
component manufacturers.
“These will be sold alongside our existing
and best-selling ranges of manual machines
– and both [CNC and manual machines)] will
be showcased from our stand at the
forthcoming MACH 2018 exhibition in April
[stand H20-891 NEC, Birmingham, 9-13
April].”
Since it was established, Vigilance Group
has seen year-on-year growth and success.
Kicking off its journey, Dave Andrew’s wife,
Lisa, created Vigilance Engineering Safety
Products Ltd in 2007 and was, in the first
couple of years, best known as the sole UK
and Irish distributor for Chuck-Eez – a power
chuck lubricant manufactured in the US.
From 2009, following Dave Andrew joining
the company as sales director, there was a
change in focus away from supplying ancillarytype products towards buying and selling new
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Vigilance Group managing
director Dave Andrew
anticipates further growth
as the organisation’s
product range expands

and used machine tools and CNC equipment.
This culminated in the launch of a new
company – Machine Tool Sales Online – and
the introduction of the company’s online
website, www.machinetoolsalesonline.com
With sales and enquiries growing, the
company moved premises, leasing a
6,000 ft2 facility in Avonmouth, Bristol, and,
in 2011, signed a deal with a major finance
company to sell its ex-rental and repossessed
equipment.
Andrew explains further: “This
arrangement proved particularly important
and ensured we always had a ready supply of
used machine tools and equipment to sell.”
With business booming, a new business
venture was launched – spearheaded by Matt
Andrew (Dave and Lisa Andrew’s son) and
business partner Marc Bowers.
Set up in 2012, this new venture
complemented the Group’s already
established used machine tool and
equipment business, focusing its activities on
new machine tools – MACH Machine Tools
was born.
Continues Andrew: “Since being created in
2012, MACH Machine Tools has gone from
strength to strength.
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“Machine Tool Sales Online has become
the UK stocking distributor of MACH Machine
Tools’ manual and CNC machine tool ranges,
and 25% of the Group’s new showroom
floorspace [following a second relocation] at
recently acquired premises in Fishponds,
Bristol, is now dedicated to the new entity.”
To ensure that the Group and the
individual companies continue to grow and
flourish, there has been an increase in the
organisation’s headcount. To date these
include the appointment of two maintenance
engineers, an applications engineer and a
sales office administrator.
Plans for expansion are also underway,
with an additional 6,000 ft2 facility for a new
MACH Machine Tools Showroom and training
centre acquired adjacent to its existing
13,000 ft2 facility on the Fishponds site.
Concludes Andrew: “Ten years – and never
a dull moment. The Group last year
experienced its best-ever sales performance
and I’m confident that the continued
investment in our people, plant and
processes, combined with a significant
expansion in our product ranges and the
attendant services we provide, will deliver
even more success in the future.” ■
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The diamond standard
Element Six’s Didcot, Oxon, Global Innovation Centre brings together both human capital and high
technology equipment to underpin the development of synthetic diamond- and CBN-based cutting and
grinding tool materials for global industries. Having just recently developed and launched new, superior
cutting products, Andrew Allcock visited to discover more (extended online version: https://is.gd/suvaho)

E

lement Six is a DeBeers Group
company (the latter well known for
its diamond heritage stretching back
to 1888) that focuses on the manufacture
of both synthetic diamond and cubic boron
nitride (CBN) grits and, thereafter, their
downstream resulting composite materials
of polycrystalline diamond (PCD) and
polycrystalline cubic born nitride (PCBN),
discs of which are used by toolmakers to
make inserts for cutting tools.

Belt presses at Didcot, where PCBN
discs of up to 100 mm diameter and
thickness of 10 mm are produced
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First synthesised in 1953 by Element Six
antecedent company Industrial Distributors
Ltd, founded by Sir Ernest Oppenheimer,
volume manufacturing of synthetic diamond
started in South Africa in 1960 and in Ireland
three years later. Today, natural diamond
makes up only 0.6% of the annual industrial
consumption worldwide.
For PCD, oil and gas drilling is a major
industrial market, and it is also used in the
manufacture of many products, including
glass and ceramics for consumer electronics
like TVs and mobile phones. In addition,
some 150-diamond-containing products are
used to manufacture the average car, says
Dr Wayne Leahy, head of applications cutting
and grinding at Element Six and one of
several PhD-level staff at Didcot engaged in
the hunt for better material performance. He
also adds that 50% of the cost of a solar cell
is related to diamond machining processes,
similarly for sapphire-based LEDs.
“Consumers just don’t know this,” he says.
CBN, the second hardest material after
synthetic/natural diamond, came to
industrial prominence in the 1980s and
1990s, initially for grinding, and gathered
pace in the first 10 years of the 2000s with
hard part turning the focus, but the “lowhanging fruit” has now been “picked”.
Interestingly, some of the PCBN grades
supplied by Element Six today date from
30+years ago, AMB90, for example, although
much improved. And Element Six’s PCBN
grades are based on the established
ABN800 grit, used by grinding wheel makers,
which is “the most popular [CBN grit] in the
world”, says Andreas Malmquist, product
manager, PCBN. Incidentally, all Element Six
PCBN is supplied uncoated, it is for its
customers to pursue that avenue. For both
PCD and PCBN, the automotive market is the

key manufacturing sector.
Last year, the company attended Europe’s
biennial manufacturing technology show,
EMO, for the first time ever, to underpin the
launch of two new product ranges in the PCD
and PCBN area (more details later). The
company will attend other major exhibitions
around the world this year, advises Hubert
Koegel, global sales director, automotive and
aerospace. This is part of the company’s
effort to better connect with the end user
market – its customers are cutting tool
makers in the main. It’s a bit like the ‘Intel
inside’ situation, although many cutting tool
makers prefer to keep the link private, to
stave off low-cost copy-cat competition,
offers Leahy. Indeed, Element Six develops
specific composite materials in collaboration
with its customers to deliver unique
capability, as well as suppling standard PCD
and PCBN materials.

CONCENTRATED EFFORT
The Didcot Global Innovation Centre (GIC)
opened in 2013 and brought together some
40 top brains from existing Element Six
centres, including from Ireland, Sweden and
South Africa, topping that up with further
recruitment. There are some 40 languages
spoken by the resulting mix, Leahy reveals.
With commercial services added in 2015,
the total headcount is now around 180.
Apart from this concentrated brain power,
the facility brings together world-class
equipment in material synthesis and
sintering, mixing facilities, material analysis
laboratories, tool manufacture and test
machining. Element Six has seven high
pressure presses, comprised of four cubic
presses and three belt presses. Among this
tally, one cubic press was developed by the
company, together with leading European
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Element Six’s Global Innovation
Centre (GIC), Didcot, allows for a more
concentrated development effort
Above: PureCut PCBN, inset right, and
industry-standard PCBN, left. There are no
‘white’ impurities in PureCut to be seen

engineering and development companies.
It took some 40 subcontractors to produce,
including a shipyard. A completely new press
system, it is employed in the synthesis of
synthetic diamond from graphite and CBN
from hexagonal boron nitride, boasting 5,500
tonnes per ram capability. Heavily
instrumented, as are all such pieces of
equipment at Didcot, this allows the team
space to experiment with temperature,
pressure and time profiles in the search for
interesting microstructures, Leahy advises.
The company mainly uses belt presses,
however, a proprietary technology developed
in house over the course of many years.
These have a single ram with its force
contained by an opposing platen and
surrounding steel belt, hence the name.
Collectively, this Didcot equipment allows
for the production of PCBN discs up to
100 mm in diameter and up to 10 mm thick,
while PCD discs up to 74 mm diameter, the
world’s largest, are also produced.
In addition, 14 CVD (chemical vapour
deposition) reactors are used for diamond
grit production for general purpose PCD
grades, as well as EDM-workable PCD
material. CVD diamonds are also used for a
wide range of high technology applications,
including electronics, sensors, lasers and
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thermal management. But Didcot is a
development, not a production, site –
manufacturing is distributed globally,
including, locally, in Shannon, Ireland.
The centralised set-up also makes
equipment that one part of the business
might not be able to justify available through
another business channel’s need, Leahy
adds, citing X-ray tomography that is
essential for the rock drilling oil and gas side
of the business, but which is a “nice to
have” for the cutting tool business.
And all of this, he underlines, offers an
end-to-end capability; from raw material
synthesis through to test cutting and
analysis. Working back from three wear
mechanisms in any target machining
situation – crater, flank and notch wear –
grits and composites are engineered to
support improved performance. So, what has
been the result of this facility’s work?
As part of a major European launch at the
Hanover-held EMO last September, Element
Six unveiled one new PCD grade, CTB004,
and two new PCBN grades, PureCut DHA650
and DIA500.
Offering high speed machining
advantages, CTB004 delivers optimised
workpiece surface finish in both engine and
chassis applications. The grade is said to be
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ideal for cutting aluminium alloys when high
surface finish is required alongside higher
wear resistance. Consumer electronics was
the lead application, with a need to machine
a more abrasive aluminium alloy, but the
automotive market has a similar demand in
milling, turning and drilling areas.
A key product feature is the grade’s
4 micron grain size, which places it between
products with larger (10 micron) and smaller
(2 micron) grain sizes – at the smallest and
largest extremes are sub-micron CMX850
and 30-plus-2 micron CMT302.
Delivering the optimum balance between
tool performance and resistance to abrasion
and chipping, CBT004 is suggested for
complex machining requirements and offers
commercial advantages for end users, due to
the reduction in downtime and improved
productivity. Says Richard Townsend,
Element Six product manager – PCD:
“Cutting-edge materials that offer
considerable advantages to our customers is
our constant focus. The push in the
automotive industry to make vehicles lighter
and more efficient while retaining durability
has meant that aluminium use by the major
OEMs has significantly increased.”
The ‘mix’ that produces PCD has fewer
variables than does PCBN, cobalt being the
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The GIC’s application test area applies the
developed materials in tools and measures
resulting wear factors for given cutting data

binder that acts as a catalyst to allow
synthetic diamond grits to fuse together,
although there may be other materials in the
mix for the new grades, Townsend reveals.
So, innovation in the PCD area in recent
years has more recently been in terms of
form, 3D not 2D. This means tube or
shaped, rather than disc, material, allowing
milling and drilling tool innovation. This is
reflected in the company’s aerospacefocused Aero-Dianamics range, which takes
in its AD-M3 Tube and Helix, for milling, and
AD-D2 Chevron, AD-D3 Planer and AD-D3
Cone formats for drilling.
Uptake is still growing, Townsend reports,
with the phenomenal performance in carbon
composite material edge milling and hole
drilling proving attractive to the aerospace
industry (full data sheet here https://is.gd/
goxaqu). Titanium machining in the
aerospace industry is another growth area for
PCD, in place of carbide tooling.
In addition to Element Six’s material
innovation, wider reach and costeffectiveness of PCD tooling is being boosted
via the increasingly complex geometries that
can be machined into Element Six’s PCD
round tools by evolving electro-discharge
grinding machines from, for example, Vollmer
and Walter, as well as such machines’
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increasing processing speeds, Townsend
adds. So the PCD tooling is a growing market
globally, he reports.
For the new PCBN products, the clue is in
the name – PureCut. While the core CBN
grits employed may not have changed greatly
across many years, the mixing of the grit with
additional binder materials (a well-known
choice of seven) and their processing, up to
14 steps, is where the magic is, Leahy
underlines.
PureCut breaks with the industry’s
iterative development of PCBN and delivers a
step-change via a more homogenous
material, using, for the first time, residue-free
binder material that is also nanometre not
micrometre in scale, together with optimised
CBN grain sizes. This delivers a stronger
bond, allowing the material to absorb up to
80% more impacts and deliver higher
productivity of up to 50%, with reduced crater
wear a principal factor in this.
For example, turning at 220 m/min is
possible versus the current 80-100 m/min
speeds. Designed for the turning of hard
materials, the two grades cover light to heavy
interrupted cutting and can be used in both
wet and dry environments – not only for the
automotive industry but also within
aerospace and general engineering.

Coated PCBN grades offer much less
benefit for interrupted turning than they do
for continuous turning, incidentally – probably
20-30% versus 100-140% tool life
improvement – but Malmquist expects the
new grades to be coated by some Element
Six customers to get even better extended
life for PureCut-based tooling.
Fundamentally, these latest grades now
suit tasks that earlier ones were not able to
satisfy, so users should revisit the suitability
of PCBN, if that characterises their previous
experience. And, as with PCD, the PCBN
market is growing, strongly, reports
Malmquist: “Double digit in 2017.”
These PureCut products are the result of
four years’ effort and accommodate all global
region requirements; more will join these first
two grades, he reveals, adding that “given
the novelty, this [four years] is relatively
fast… we couldn’t have done this before
without this [GIC], plus the concentration of
PCBN manufacture in Shannon and
associated investment there”.
Elements Six’s UK-based GIC is clearly
the foundation on which increasingly high
performance PCD and PCBN cutting tool
developments rest, but for the final tooling
products themselves, Element Six is often
hidden in plain sight, it seems. ■
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Friendly, efficient
press brakes
There has been a small flurry of bending developments in recent months and years, most prominently the
rise of the ergonomic press brake for small parts work. Andrew Allcock has this review

A

mada (https://is.gd/ajicid) is the
latest sheet metalworking technology
firm to unveil an ergonomic press
brake, its HFE-M2 range. Designed with user
ergonomics and high productivity in mind, the
new unit was previewed for the first time in
the UK at Amada’s Christmas exhibition,
held between 5-7 December at the firm’s
Kidderminster headquarters.
More than 220 visitors discovered that
the HFE-5012M2 has been developed to
offer the fast and comfortable bending of
small parts of medium complexity. The
machine provides 50 tonnes of bending force
and a working width of 1,270 mm.
Thanks to the performance of the upper
beam, combined with the velocity and
flexibility of the new back
gauge, high

efficiency is a primary attribute of the HFE5012M2. The open height of the frame has
been increased, to 470 mm, resulting in an
optimised solution for all tooling types, and
allowing for deeper box bending.
Furthermore, the new, narrower lower
beam increases process flexibility and
combines ergonomics with crowning
precision, while the back gauge with active
security provides both better productivity and
safety with its high-speed motion yet lowimpact force.
The HFE-5012M2 has been equipped with
several features designed specifically to
support the comfort of the operator,
including: a reclining and adjustable table;
an ergonomic chair with adjustable height
and backrest inclination; a retractable foot
rest; six drawers, three each
side, equipped
Amada’s HFE5012M2 is the latest
press brake to join
the ‘ergonomic club’
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with inserts to hold tooling, for example; and
a workplace lighting kit. In addition, Amada
Bending Pad NC represents an intuitive
touch-screen HMI that provides a userfriendly operating experience.
Says Alessandro Perdoni, European
bending product manager at Amada Europe:
“The HFE-5012M2 is the first in a series of
bending machines developed to more
carefully consider actual working
environments, aiding the operator’s daily
activity with the benefits of comfort and
enhanced productivity.”

ON THE MOVE
Bystronic (https://is.gd/ucaxob) last year
added the Xpert 80 model to its range,
complementing the smaller 40-tonne, onemetre Xpert 40 model that was introduced at
the 2014 EuroBlech exhibition. Bending
capacity of the new press brake is 80 tonnes
over 1.5 m. Both machines boost productivity
by users avoiding having to use a large,
slower press brake to bend a small
component. Output can be increased further
by relocating the machines next to a laser
cutting cell, another press brake or other
machine tool, as these machines are
moveable, being transportable via fork-lift
truck – their stand-out feature.
But on ergonomics, Bystronic highlighted
at the launch of this press brake that
relevant design features include drawers built
into the side of the machine for housing
bending tools and other equipment, putting
them within easy reach of the operator. Also,
that a height-adjustable, folding table at the
front of the machine offers a working surface
or storage area.
Upper and lower tools self-seat during
clamping as the operator presses an icon on
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the machine’s touch-screen control, while
tool positions are automatically calculated
as a part of the program and flashing LEDs
on the front of the upper beam instruct the
operator where the tools need to be
mounted to correspond with the 3D
movements of the high speed backgauge.
ByMotion drive control, a Bystronic
development, ensures that the Xpert 80’s
upper beam and backgauges are
accelerated with high precision, while
bending speeds up to the maximum legally
allowed 25 mm/s are attained, too.
The ByVision touch-screen control, which
is mounted directly in front of the operator,
displays simple 3D graphics of the bending
process. An optional bar code reader allows
the program to be called from a bar code on
a work sheet or from a QR code etched on
the blank, should the owner have a Bystronic
laser cutting machine.
But it was back in late 2008 that Trumpf
seems to have kicked this all off, launching
its small, ergonomic press brake, the
TruBend Series 7000. Indeed, it was the first
press brake to be awarded an ergonomics
certificate, the company claims. Details for
the current single model within this range,
the 7036, are 360 tonne by 1,020 mm
bending capacity, with 295 mm usable open
height and 150 mm throat depth.
The highlighted ergonomic features take
in: foot-switch actuation, located on a

Bystronic’s Xpert 80 joins the smaller Xpert
40, both are fork-lift moveable

footrest that can be rotated and adjusted in
height; LEDs that illuminate the process
area, without emitting heat towards the
operator; a control that can be adjusted to
the optimal inclination standing or sitting
operators, so that reflections and mirroring
are avoided; an ergonomically balanced work
environment, whether the operator is sitting
or standing; document holders that can store
drawings and production documents; plus
ergonomic support consoles for on-demand
access to tools, blanks or personal items.

Making things easier for press brake
operators clearly makes good sense, and
tooling specialists Wilson Tool International
(https://is.gd/huheha) and Wila (for which
Mate Tooling Solutions is the UK agent,
https://is.gd/ufetak) offer a number of
systems to help boost efficiency. For
example, Wila’s Smart Tool Locator (STL) is
described as “an intelligent slide rule with
built-in LEDs that shows exactly where tools
must be placed in the toolholder”. The STL
shows which bending process will take place,
allowing the operator to easily perform
required actions in an efficient manner. This
helps to realise significant benefits in speed,
precision and convenience.
A recent Wilson Tool International
example, from the USA, concerns a company
that has benefited from the tooling supplier’s
Express Air clamping system. Californiabased Pinnacle Precision Sheet Metal Corp
was experiencing press brake bottlenecks.
A manufacturer of electrical components for
audio, medical and aerospace equipment,
the nature of its work meant between five
and 15 set-ups every day. “As a job shop, we
build to print, so we manufacture just about
anything for the electronics industry, and our
part orders are always changing,” says Brian
McLaughlin, Pinnacle Precision senior vice
president. “From chassis to brackets to clips
to panels, and just about any other type of
component, our varying product mix means

Bending product news in brief
■ The Schröder Group has introduced its Unfold software for
programming ‘unfold’ routines and bending sequences.
Available from UK dealer DJ Webster, the software is optimally
adapted to Schröder’s range of industrial folding machines,
namely, the MAK 4 Evolution UD, SPB Evolution UD, PowerBend
Industrial UD and PowerBend Professional.
https://is.gd/vewapu
■ LVD has introduced the 8.5 version of its CADMAN
programming and shop management software. The release
includes enhancements for every CADMAN module and an
improved dashboard for more intuitive use, thus extending the
software’s integration capabilities to include the next
generation of LVD’s Touch-P punch press control, as well as
non-LVD cutting and punching equipment. https://is.gd/etozus
■ Trumpf has developed new, patented lightweight upper tools
for use with press brakes. The tools are over 30% lighter than the
previous generation of Trumpf tools and, indeed, the lightest on
the market, it is claimed. https://is.gd/cugipo
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■ The 4-Runner H1 is dedicated
to complex working of tube
(from coil) having diameters up to
12.7 mm; it joins the 4-Runner
H3 system capable of processing
tubes up to 22 mm.
https://is.gd/otomev
■ Bystronic has launched a new press brake that can be moved
around a factory by fork lift truck. In a footprint of less than
3 m2, it offers a bending capacity of 80 tonnes over 1.5 m.
Called Xpert 80, it joins the smaller 40-tonne, one-metre Xpert
40 model, introduced at the 2014 EuroBlech, that can be
similarly repositioned. https://is.gd/osafoy
■ Swiss sheet metalworking machinery manufacturer Bystronic
has introduced new app ByCockpit that monitors, in real time,
all processes taking place within its laser cutting machines,
press brakes and waterjet cutting machines.
https://is.gd/febumo
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that we have a lot of changeovers and
different lead times, both of which result in
constant battles for maximising throughput.”
The new Express Air clamping system
clamps and seats front and back tools
simultaneously, with this effected via a
single push-button remote. This quick-change
technology has helped Pinnacle Precision
reduce set-up time by eliminating the need to
hand-tighten set screws and manually seat
the punches.
“Using the air-powered clamps is a huge
timesaver. The system clamps, seats and
releases the punches all at once, which
dramatically cuts our setup time,”
McLaughlin adds.
Powered by standard workshop air at 90120 psi, the clamping system also allows
operators to set up gaps between punch
holders to create an ideal set-up for box
bending.
“With other clamping systems, the
clamping bed takes up inches of travel that
you just can’t get back,” he highlights,
adding: “With the air-powered system, since
we can create spaces between the punch
holders, we can bend deeper boxes and still
have the power that’s not found on manual
systems.”
Since implementing the Wilson Tool
Express Air air-powered clamping system,
Pinnacle Precision has noticed cost savings
throughout the shopfloor, as well as time
savings. ■

The start of ergonomic
press brake
development? Quite
possibly, as this 7036
has its genesis in 2008

Profiling product & industry news in brief
■ The first Prima Power machine sold in the UK featuring the
company’s own high power, in-house developed fibre laser
source, an advanced Rapido 3D laser cutter, was recently
installed at the premises of PAB Coventry Ltd, along with a 2 m
Prima Power press brake. https://is.gd/osasad
■ HGG 3D plasma pipe profiling machines are now available in
the UK exclusively from Ficep. The machines can cut precise,
complicated shapes in pipe or tube, with a bevel and plate slots
(if required). This precise weld preparation increases productivity,
simplifies the welding process, enhances weld integrity and
reduces fabrication time, Ficep highlights. https://is.gd/ibumij
■ ESAB has unveiled SmartBevel technology for easier
automated plasma programming and bevel cutting with minimal
operator intervention. The system includes the data and
geometric compensations necessary to cut V, X, Y and K bevels
on mild steel from 6 to 50 mm thick. ESAB says that, unlike
competitor systems, SmartBevel integrates all bevel
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compensations into the CNC to simplify bevel programming and
enable operators to quickly fine-tune the program at the machine.
https://is.gd/xiteha
■ Multiple versions of the BLM LS5 and LC5 for sheet cutting,
from 1,500 by 3,000 mm to 2,000 by 6,000 mm, are available
with the possibility of fitting longitudinal or transverse pallet
changer systems. https://is.gd/gafewu
■ LVD’s Electra FL 3015 8 kW fibre laser cutting machine is an
ultra-high-speed unit that cuts a wide range of ferrous and nonferrous materials as fast as the thermal process allows, without
dynamic compromise. And being a fibre laser, it has a high wall
plug efficiency of up to 40%, offering savings in electrical
operating costs. https://is.gd/obuvit
■ The Voortman V325 for processing plate 6-100 mm thick is the
newest addition to Voortman’s proven plate machine product line.
It boasts precision 3D plasma bevel cutting and large drilling
capacity. https://is.gd/lawifo
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RMT Air Toggle Presses are
designed for reliable high
speed piercing, forming,
cutting, trimming,
coining and assembly
operations.
They combine
efficient air operation,
rugged construction
and reliable safety
features to provide top
value compared to
small hydraulic or air
clutch presses.
Wide range of sizes is available to suit
every application – 10 standard models
ranging from 3 to 20 tons.
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TOOL, MOULD & DIE MAKING TOOL SHOPS LEVERAGE CAM & CNC

A ridge cap
mould being
programmed in
VISI at Crossen

Take control
of toolmaking
Steed Webzell reports on how tool, mould and die makers are enjoying
the beneﬁts afforded by the latest CAM and CNC technologies

C

omplex curvature, elliptical holes,
freeform surfaces and blended radii:
all common features of modern-day
moulds, none of which are for the fainthearted machinist, at least not without the
latest CAM software and CNC technology.
Just ask Belfast-based Crossen Engineering.
Example work extends from ballot boxes,
window blinds, medical CPR mannequins and
hurling helmets, to release mechanisms for
Euro fighter pilots and interior solutions for
Porsche. Operating from a 22,000 ft2 facility
housing 32 employees, Crossen produces all
of its own tooling, ranging from aluminium
alloy moulds for small-to-medium batch
production, through to fully hardened hot
runner moulds for runs of 500,000
components or more. The moulds are used
on the company’s Romi (https://is.gd/
azabuw), FANUC (https://is.gd/atenun) and
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Demag injection moulding machines, helping
Crossen to ship up to 250,000 parts/month.
“Every mould we make is designed in VISI
CAM software from Vero (https://is.gd/
esoqum) and manufactured on our range of
3-axis and 5-axis CNC milling machines from
Hurco (https://is.gd/umivom),” says business
development manager Peter Crossen. “We’ve
also recently invested in a Röders high speed
machining centre [also from Hurco], mainly
for the quick turnaround of complex mould
inserts.
“We review a customer’s CAD file in VISI
and then design the mould around that file,”
he continues. “The software makes it easy to
adjust aspects such as wall thicknesses, part
radii and draft angle.”
Managing director Paul Crossen says the
company has used VISI for several years, but
only recently installed VISI Flow. The
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‘preventative analysis’ capability optimises
tool design and moulding parameters by
detecting a range of potential manufacturing
issues, such as warpage, weld lines, air
traps, filling issues and hot spots, while
determining the optimum gate size and
position, along with runners.
“VISI Flow gives us confidence that the
parts are achievable,” he offers. “It means
we can see potential problems that may
occur further down the line while we’re still at
the mould design stage. The cost of changing
a mould to correct a preventable quality issue
only adds up to wasted time and money.
Customers are extremely impressed that we
can accurately forecast these issues and
back it up with facts from the flow simulation.
We couldn’t do that without VISI.”
Over in Europe, the Helmbrechts, Germany
facility of 190-employee tool and mould
maker Knarr Group reports that its use of the
hyperMILL CAM system from Open Mind
(https://is.gd/hajegi) forms the basis of its
ongoing success.
Knarr produces parts ranging from ejector
technology, guides and tempering elements,
through to slide elements and collapsible
cores. Since 2013, the company has also
provided mould bases and plates of different
sizes, designs and materials.
Head of department Marco Mergner
highlights the importance of hyperMILL to the
business: “hyperMILL not only meets our
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Left: CAM programmers at Knarr make use of the full range of functions offered by
hyperMILL and, above right, new XYZ surface grinders in Bisley’s toolroom (see box, below)
requirements but plays a key role in ensuring
that we keep pace and continue to develop.
The technical performance of the individual
machining cycles, with options for multi-axis
and 5-axis machining, deep hole drilling,
automation and measurement technology,
are, and remain, decisive.”
Today, Knarr Group has a double-digit
number of hyperMILL licences in various
departments. Employees use the software to
program mould plates, which can include
complex features and freeform surfaces. The
mould plates are often machined complete
from six sides in two set-ups.
At recent events, Knarr demonstrated the
benefits offered by the tangent machining
strategies within hyperMILL’s MAXX
Machining package using conical barrel
cutters. The company constructed a 96 mm

thick mould plate with a rectangular, conical
breakthrough featuring a 1 mm corner radius.
Mergner and his team used all three modules
from the MAXX Machining package for
complete machining on a 5-axis DMC 80U
duoBlock machining centre from DMG Mori
(https://is.gd/omawuy).
“Typically, line-by-line milling with a ball
mill would have taken 12 hours, but using the
CAM strategy and conical barrel cutter we
were finished in just 60 minutes and still
achieved optimum surface quality, even in the
corners,” says Mergner (see also p10).
Further south, the need for Krenhof AG, an
Austrian forgings manufacturer, to produce an
increasing number of modular dies for the
automotive industry has led to the purchase
of two Alzmetall GS 1200/5-FDT mill-turn
centres (available from Kyal Machine Tools,

https://is.gd/qekaza) equipped with TNC 640
controls from Heidenhain (https://is.gd/
jasiwo). They are the first 5-axis machining
centres at its Köflach factory and were
purchased alongside a new CAM system.
Franz Krammer, toolmaking manager at
Krenhof, says: “Customers in the automotive
industry want the 10,000th forging to look
exactly like the first, so quality, as well as
price, is increasingly important. One factor
helping us to maintain high standards is our
use of modular carriers with replaceable die
inserts, enabling optimum tools to be used in
our process to guarantee precision. The
universality of the Heidenhain TNC 640 CNC
system is also important in achieving quality
standards, as it controls both milling and
turning operations.
“Dynamic, precise motion control provided
by the TNC 640 CNC exploits the potential of
the machine to the full,” he continues. “The
control is also convenient to use.
Downloading the NC program from the CAM
system, for example, is quick and easy via
Heidenhain’s TNCremo Windows-based
communication software.”
The TNC 640 simplifies the structuring of
sub-routines, allowing complex programs to
be assembled and run. Krenhof’s young team
found no difficulty programming on the shop
floor in Heidenhain’s Klartext conversational
language, they report. ■

Machines for tool & mould making
■ Consistency of production cycles enabling extended unmanned
running while maintaining accuracy and precise levels of surface
finish and repeatability, are critical to elastomeric rubber seal,
gasket and moulding specialist TRP Sealing Systems’ production
at its Hereford headquarters. The company has been able to
maintain high levels of overall productivity, following the
establishment of its own toolroom and the installation of a Wele
large bridge-type (LB series) LB421 gantry machining centre.
Supplied by 2D CNC Machinery (https://is.gd/enojok), the
investment is helping the business to bring often very complex
mould production and refurbishment operations in-house. Here,
rubber mouldings weighing up to 5 kg are produced in batches of
up to 250,000 a year from mould tools that can vary in size
between 300 mm square to 3,900 by 1,700 mm. These moulds
are all now machined complete in a single operation on the Wele
machining centre.
■ Around 50 km south, Newport-based Bisley, a designer and
manufacturer of storage products for offices and workshops,
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recently decided to make a significant investment in its toolroom,
which is used to produce new press tools.
“With the machines we had, we were always chasing accuracy,
which in an environment such as this is very time consuming,”
explains Bisley’s John Hancock. As a result, the company decided
to upgrade its existing milling and grinding sections by approaching
XYZ Machine Tools (https://is.gd/ogogon). The new machines are
an XYZ SMX 3500 ProtoTrak bed mill, two XYZ EMX turret mills,
an SLX 355 ProTurn lathe, and two XYZ1632 and one XYZ1224
surface grinders.
■ Elsewhere, Mollart (https://is.gd/otofiv) reports that a recent
export order for a four-spindle Omnisprint deep hole drilling
machine has enabled its customer, a bottle moulding company in
Mexico, to increase its penetration rates when drilling cooling
holes in a series of cast iron bottle moulds by 500%. The cooling
holes range in diameter between 4 and 9 mm by 400 mm deep,
and are now drilled at 600 mm/min feed rate. The customer has
ordered a second Omnisprint machine, in fact.
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WORKHOLDING, ACCESSORIES & BARFEEDS FROM COLLET CHUCKS TO MAGNETIC CHUCKS

Steed Webzell highlights two
manufacturing companies, BRG
CNC Machining and Xtrac, where
the introduction of the latest
chuck technology has made a
notable difference

J

ust over three years ago, deep sea
welder and fabricator Ben Goodwin
gave up his dangerous day job to start
BRG CNC Machining, a subcontract
machine shop. The company was launched
with a Hurco 3-axis machining centre
(https://is.gd/umivom), but has now taken
its next step, installing a DMG Mori
NLX2500-700 turning centre (https://is.gd/
omawuy) with workholding equipment from
Hainbuch (https://is.gd/xekuta).
Based in Market Weighton, Yorkshire,
the business has witnessed high levels of
success since it was formed, winning
customers in the motorsport, agriculture,
utilities, offshore and general engineering
sectors.
“With regard to a new high-end turning
centre, one key area of investment was the
workholding solution for the main spindle:
a Hainbuch Spanntop Nova Combi collet
chuck,” states Goodwin.
Typical workflow on the DMG Mori
NLX2500-700 involves the machining of a
huge variety of components, as he
explains: “This week we are machining
48-off parts for the utilities sector; 68-off
35 mm diameter components for a rape
seed drill in the agriculture industry; and
motorsport components that are an urgent
requirement. To effectively machine the
huge diversity of parts that any subcontract
company faces, we had to have a machine
fitted with chucks that facilitate fast
change-overs, with rigid and high clamping
forces.
“We did our homework on workpiece
clamping, as we appreciate the impact that
rigid, robust and precise collet chucks can
have on both the finished quality of parts,
and the performance of the machine and
cutting tools.
“By way of example, we are regularly
machining 76 mm diameter parts from 304
stainless steel in batches of 100-off. Using
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In a

Ben Goodwin
conducting a fast
change-over with the
Spanntop Nova Combi

tight spot
the milling turret, we are rough milling the
components with a Seco HF end-mill
(https://is.gd/osuhoh) at over 6,000 mm/
min, at a depth of 0.8 mm. Clamping the
parts on less than 30 mm of material, the
Spanntop is achieving clamping forces of
over 3.5 MPa [3,500 kN]. In comparison,
the hydraulic three-jaw chuck on the subspindle only reaches a clamping force of
1.6 MPa [1,600 kN]. The result of the high
clamping force is enhanced surface finish
and extended tool life, which we are
achieving while running the jobs at faster
speeds and feeds than we ever could have
imagined.”
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Hainbuch’s Spanntop Nova Combi can
be used with or without an end stop. This
provides the flexibility for turning both
chucking parts and bars that are fed from
the LNS (https://is.gd/jexete) barfeed. The
collet chuck stabilises the workpiece by
using its axial draw force to pull the parts
against the end stop, which can be easily
removed to convert it back to a fully
functional bar chuck.
“We rarely turn anything below 20 mm
diameter, so, at present, I have the 25, 60
and 76 mm collet adaptors, and these
cater for almost all my needs,” says
Goodwin. “However, I will be investing in
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WORKHOLDING, ACCESSORIES & BARFEEDS FROM COLLET CHUCKS TO MAGNETIC CHUCKS

that make up the gearbox
clusters, including dog rings and
selector forks, need to be held
securely while allowing good
access for machining processes
such as turning, grinding and
milling.
Several Eclipse Magnetics
radial pole chucks are used
across Xtrac for machining dog
rings. These chucks provide the
option of partial (variable) hold,
and include through-bores and
blanking plugs. The pole of the
chuck is radially balanced and
uses a round magnet pack that
rotates to switch, ensuring the
chucks stay in balance during
machining operations.
Mark Rampton, CNC grinder at Xtrac,
says: “I’ve used these circular chucks all of
my life and they are very versatile and help
minimise errors. Without them, we would
need special tooling. The dog rings can be
positioned and skimmed on the machine,
allowing all sides to be accessed, meeting

A selector fork held in place using a rectangular
chuck from Eclipse Magnetics – technology that is
central to Xtrac’s successful grinding operations

further adaptors in the near future.”
Further south, at the Thatcham, Berkshire
facility of Xtrac, a specialist in transmission
systems and driveline components, various
magnetic workholding devices from Eclipse
Magnetics (https://is.gd/aromep) are being
used to manufacture gearboxes for the
motorsport industry. Numerous components

tolerance requirements of within 10 micron.”
Dozens of magnetic chucks are used on
several different machines at Xtrac, including
a Matsuura 450 horizontal machining centre,
a Matsuura R+ 500 vertical machining centre
(https://is.gd/ibuviq), a number of Studer
grinding machines (https://is.gd/uzimof) and
a Jones & Shipman Hardinge 1400X surface
grinder (https://is.gd/sacopa).
Eclipse Magnetics’ rectangular chucks are
also deployed at the driveline and
transmission specialist. These can be fixed
to the machine bed with clamps, allowing
components such as selector forks to be
positioned and held in place.
Dave Lasenby, manual grinder at Xtrac,
says: “Eclipse manual rectangular chucks are
perfect for us, as electromagnetic chucks
just aren’t suitable. The chuck provides a
variable, partial hold to the machine,
meaning that the component can be adjusted
manually for particularly small or thin parts
such as selector forks. Any existing distortion
on the parts due to the heat treatment
process can be corrected by ensuring a flat
surface.” ■

Latest workholding product news in brief
■ The WhizCut WhizHold range of toolholding and workholding
products for Swiss-type automatic lathes is now available in the
UK from Carillon Industrial Services (CIS). WhizHold helps ensure
that workpiece and tool clamping is matched to the machine and
type of machining that will be performed. Included in the range
are collet holders, reamer holders, tap holders, die holders,
collets, bar feed collets, revolving ends, tool clamping collets,
nuts and sealing discs, spanners/wrenches, preset torque
wrenches and ER nuts. https://is.gd/afazij
■ Now added to the portfolio of Leader Chuck Systems is the
Piranha Clamp range of centring vices. The Swiss-manufactured
vices replace the usual dovetail guides found on many vices with
parallel, twin cylindrical jaw guides that are said to offer better
precision and clamping force. Designed to act much like a
hydraulic press, the hardened and coated spindle guides provide
an increased surface area for load distribution, while the drive
spindle has been tested to withstand pressures above 1,300
Nm2. https://is.gd/vozoxo
■ BIG Kaiser has launched Torque Fit, a tightening fixture for
collet chucks with an integrated torque indicator. UK availability is
via Industrial Tooling Corporation (https://is.gd/getova). The aim of
the new system is to aid precision machining by notifying the user
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of a correctly set torque value via an audible buzzer. Torque Fit
was developed to replace the need for multiple torque wrenches
and comes with adapters for all common machine tool interfaces,
including HSK, SK and BT.
■ Designed for use on 5-axis machining centres, the Allmatic
Telecentric 70 M high pressure vice is now available in the UK
from Stocdon. Offering both conventional clamping and Allmatic’s
Gripp clamping concept, the product features a telescopic spindle
for constant clamping force and central, simple programming
without zero point offset. Clamping force is 30 kN at 45 Nm linear
torque. https://is.gd/letuzi
■ Workholding equipment manufacturer OK-Vise has unveiled two
new systems for checking how tightly a component has been
clamped. This is particularly important during automated
machining in particular and where the verification of holding force
has always been a challenge. The Finnish-made products, which
integrate clamping force measurements directly into the
company’s modular Multi-Rail RM fixturing system, are available
in the UK through 1st Machine Tool Accessories. An on-screen
digital readout of clamping pressure enables the operator to verify
that a hydraulically secured component is held correctly in the
vice. https://is.gd/atanum
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COOLANTS & CUTTING OILS LATEST TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENTS

Adding up the benefits of new Oemeta
UK development
The latest cutting fluid product from Oemeta UK
(https://is.gd/musiso) is Additiv CX. As part of the
company’s Hycut two-component metalworking fluid, the
additive is designed to aid a high performance emulsion
suitable for all types of metalworking operations. The
biocide-free additive stabilises pH values and offers high
levels of corrosion protection when mixed with water at a
concentration of just 2%.
Additiv CX is free of boron and biocides such as
formaldehyde donors or iodopropynyl butylcarbamate
(IPBC). According to Oemeta, the product is suited to
processing materials that include steel, stainless steel,
grey cast iron and aluminium.
At the recommended concentration of between 2.5%
and 3%, and in combination with Hycut ET 46, which
contains oil, the emulsion has an initial pH value of 9.8.
This high alkalinity is maintained over a long period of
time, thereby ensuring the stability of the emulsion.
Foaming behaviour and material compatibility have also
been improved, advantages that become particularly
clear when working with aluminium, says Oemeta. Additiv
CX is exempt from labelling and complies with all legal
requirements.
“Since its introduction nearly 25 years ago, our two-

Heavy duty
aerospace
emulsion

Grinding oils unveiled by Rhenus Lub

Cimperial 35-880 from
Cimcool (https://is.gd/
obabov) has been developed
as an emulsion suitable for a
number of heavy duty
machining and grinding
operations in the aerospace
industry. The emulsion is
equipped with Cimcool’s
proprietary CimShield
technology, which is said to
facilitate product stability, pH
buffering of the mix and high
levels of corrosion protection.
According to Cimcool,
Cimperial 35-880 can be used
without issues on a large
number of aerospace
materials, including aluminium,
titanium alloys, steels,
stainless steels, nickel-based
alloys and cobalt-based alloys.
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component Hycut system has undergone continuous
development in order to keep up with advances in
machine technology and legislation,” explains Malte
Krone, head of marketing and product management at
Oemeta.
According to the company, despite its higher initial
purchase price, when total costs are taken into account,
the system is more cost-efficient than competitive
products. This advantage arises because the product
leads to longer cleaning and maintenance cycles, and
decreases machine downtime, thereby increasing
machine availability.

Rhenus Lub has released Rhenus EHM
12 and Rhenus EU 12, two grinding oils
based on the company’s proprietary GTL
technology. The new products are
designed for demanding processes such
as grinding hard metals, transmission
components and tools. With process
stability, high lubrication performance and optimised foaming behaviour, the
oils offer an alternative to traditional products based on mineral oils,
hydrocracked oils and polyalphaolefins (PAOs). The oils are also aroma-free.
According to Rhenus Lub, EHM 12 and EU 12 are able to improve longterm performance. One crucial factor behind this claim is the special
formulation of the products and their properties: Rhenus GTL oils have a high
flash point of over 200°C and favourable anti-fog properties, thereby
increasing operational safety and eliminating the risk of fire. The company
says they also have excellent separation and enable greater, more effective
cooling of the workpiece, while machinery remains clean, thanks to
enhanced rinsing behaviour.
Another benefit is low evaporation, which leads to reduced consumption
and lower costs. At the same time, the inherent foaming properties of the oils
help to reduce wear on cutting tools.
Rhenus Lub products are available in the UK from distributors that
include Matrix Tooling Services (https://is.gd/ozolez) and Advanced
Cutting Tools (https://is.gd/amecey).
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Briefs
Value engineered
The Rocol (https://is.gd/
ozidaz) V-cut metalworking
range tailored for machine shop
owners. V-cut is the company’s
“‘value engineered” cutting fluid
brand, not only offering more
choice through the availability of
a complete range, but more
performance, as specially
selected lubricity additives help
to extend tool life and improve
surface finish. The issue of cost
is addressed through economic
dilutions of up to 65:1, with
prolonged sump life also cited.

Boeing approval
Master Fluid Solutions (https://
is.gd/siyuyo) says that its Trim
MicroSol 590XT semi-synthetic
micro-emulsion has been
approved by Boeing for use in
multiple application areas.
According to the company, the
scope of this latest approval
makes it a significant and prized
achievement. Trim MicroSol
590XT, which has been
developed specifically for
aerospace manufacturers,
improves on the performance of
previous fluid generations with
enhanced lubricity and sump life,
thus delivering time and material
savings. The product is
formulated with environmentally
safe ingredients, containing no
chlorinated or sulphurised
extreme pressure additives,
formaldehyde releasers, phenols
or boron. High levels of foam
control and low carry-off make
Trim MicroSol 590XT suitable for
high pressure, high volume
applications.
According to Master Fluid
Solutions, the emulsion is suited
to machining titanium and 6000
and 7000 series aluminium
aerostructure parts, as well as
typical aero engine materials
such as stainless steel and
Inconel.
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PRODUCTS & SERVICES
TELEPHONE: Paula Swann on 01322 221144 • FAX: 01322 221188 • EMAIL: paula.swann@markallengroup.com

CNC Training/Programming

CNC SOLUTIONS UK

Boring

Cleaning & Degreasing

Engineering you can rely on

Training & Application Specialists in
Fanuc, Heidenhain, Siemens & Fagor

In-process Cleaning
Final Cleaning
Aqueous Ultrasonics
Precision Cleaning

% 07977 290044

W: www.cnc-solutions-uk.co.uk
E: Sales@cnc-solutions-uk.co.uk
CNC Machining • Planer/Milling • Turning • General Machining
• Fitting • Assembly Work • Horizontal and Vertical Boring

GARDNER
C.N.C.
Supplying unrivalled CNC
training & applications
support for almost 30 years

CNC Machining/Services

4 CNC Training on all CNC controls

01420 544909
sales@turbex.co.uk
www.turbex.co.uk

Deep Hole Drilling

www.mollart.com

4 CNC Programming for all machines
4 CAM, DNC & Verification software
4 Independent, unbiased advice

FOR THE HOLE SUBCONTRACT SOLUTION

t: 01926 614882 f: 01926 614884
e: info@gardner-cnc.co.uk
w: www.gardner-cnc.co.uk

Precision deep hole drilling from
0.5 - 80 mm dia. x 3 metres deep
• Off-centre and multi-bore capability
• Gun drilling as small as 0.5 mm
• Thin-wall expertise
• Added value turning and milling
Mollart Surrey - Neil Anderson 0208 391 2282
Mollart South Wales – Wayne Thomas 01639 711144

T BT
UK LIMITED

PRECISION DEEP HOLE DRILLING

• Small-Medium batches
• CNC Milling
• CNC Turning
• Grinding
• Metal and Plastic
• Assembly
ISO 9001:2008 Accreditation

Tel: +44(0)1604 671 251
Email: sales@hillsideadr.co.uk
Web: www.hillsideadr.com

Subcon Drilling Limited is a
highly professional Company
whose entire experience and
energy is focused solely on
Gun Drilling, Deep Hole Drilling,
Honing, CNC Machining and
Superfinishing.
Tel 01442 205960
Email dean@subcondrilling.co.uk
Email

www.subcondrilling.co.uk

• Deep hole drilling machines in
standard and special design
• Gun drills and accessories
• Deep hole drilling units and coolant
systems
Probably
the largest
• Subcontract deep hole
stock of
gundrills in
drilling service
the UK
• Spares and service for
TBT, GKT and SIG machines
TBT UK Limited, Gorsey Lane,
Coleshill, Birmingham B46 1JU
Tel: 01675 433250 • Fax: 01675 433260
Email: info@tbtuk.com

Deep Hole Drilling

Deep Hole Drilling Deep Hole Boring CNC Gundrilling

EDM Drilling CNC Milling CNC Honing CNC Turning

We’re precise . . . 92% Excellence Rating, 99% On Time Delivery, 99% Product Quality, 98% 24hr Quotes . . . from start to perfect ﬁnish.
Hone-All Precision Limited Cherrycourt Way, Leighton Buzzard, LU7 4UH Telephone 0845 5555 111 E.mail sales@hone-all.co.uk hone-all.co.uk

FM 38790

PRODUCTS & SERVICES
TELEPHONE: Paula Swann on 01322 221144 • FAX: 01322 221188 • EMAIL: paula.swann@markallengroup.com

EDM

Honing

SALES

Subcon Drilling Limited is a
highly professional Company
whose entire experience and
energy is focused solely on
Gun Drilling, Deep Hole Drilling,
Honing, CNC Machining and
Superfinishing.

Visit our website for a large
selection of high quality
used wire erosion and spark erosion machines.

SPARES & ACCESSORIES

New and used spares and accessories always available.

EDM SALES & SERVICES

Measuring Equipment

Precision Spindle
Rebuilding
We offer a complete rebuild
service of:

T: +44 (0)1594 826779 F: +44 (0)1594 826748
E: sales@edm.co.uk W: www.edm.co.uk
Tel 01442 205960
Email dean@subcondrilling.co.uk
Email

www.subcondrilling.co.uk

Machine Tools
Precision Cleaning

Final Cleaning
In-process Cleaning
Aqueous Ultrasonics
Spraywash

01420 544909
sales@turbex.co.uk
www.turbex.co.uk

T: 01708 523 916

www.tphmachinetools.co.uk

Spindle Repair

• CNC Machining centre spindles
• CNC Lathe heads
• Grinding spindles (both belt
driven & high frequency types)
• Tailstocks
• Fine borng spindles
• Milling spindles
• Centre-less grinding spindles,
workheads, wheelheads etc.
For the most comprehensive and personal
service on spindle rebuilding call Technova.

TECHNOVA PRECISION LTD
Unit 8a Paragon Way, Bayton Road Ind Est,
Exhall, Coventry, West Midlands CV7 9QS
Tel: 02476 366503 Fax: 02476 361979
Email: will@technovaprecision.com
Web: www.technovaprecision.com

machines@tphmachinetools.co.uk

MarchÕs scheduled features
• EDM & ECM
• Additive manufacturing
• Tooling
• Industry 4.0 & automation
• CADCAM & production IT
• Medical Heavy engineering
• Aerospace
• MACH third preview

SPINDLE REBUILD
AND REPAIR
SPINDLE TYPES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CNC Machining
Centres
CNC Lathes
Grinders
Boring Heads
Head Stocks
Tail Stocks
Conventional Machine Tools etc.

Spraywash

In-process Cleaning • Final Cleaning
Degreasing • Phosphate Coating
Rust/Paint Removal

01420 544909
sales@turbex.co.uk
www.turbex.co.uk

For all the latest
news, follow us
on twitter
@Machinerytweets

PRODUCTS & SERVICES
TELEPHONE: Paula Swann on 01322 221144 • FAX: 01322 221188 • EMAIL: paula.swann@markallengroup.com

Subcontract Services

Surface Treatment

Specialists in Machining &
Gear Cutting
• 5 Axis CNC Machined Parts
• Precision Gears up to 600mm

Surface Finishing

Room Temperature

BLACKING
So simple to do in-house

BLACKFAST
for the best BLACK ﬁnish

• Ground Gears up to 400mm
• Gear Racks up to 3 metres long
For your subcontract machining and gear
cutting requirements contact us today:

T: +44 (0) 161 432 0222
E: enquiries@minigears.co.uk

T: 020 8339 7370
E: sales@blackfast.com
www.blackfast.com

Wanted Machine Tools

www.minigears.co.uk

Ultrasonic Cleaning
Express Laser Cutting
Water Jet Cutting
Metal Fabrication

01606 45405
cheshirelasercut.co.uk

Wanted
Used heavy industrial welding
equipment & CNC plasma proﬁlers
We make fast decisions and pay
the best price in Europe

In-process Cleaning
Final Cleaning
Spraywash
Ultrasonics

01420 544909
sales@turbex.co.uk
www.turbex.co.uk

Ring us today with your list of
surplus welding machinery
Tel 01162 983631
Email peter@westermans.com
www.westermans.com

Workholding

HAINBUCH is a world leader in the design
and manufacturing of extremely precise
and exceptionally rigid work holding
solutions. We specialize in difﬁcult
applications yielding exceptional results.
Call: +44 [0] 1543 478710

Click: www.hainbuch.com

To advertise here please call Paula Swann on 01322 221144
Wanted Machine Tools
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UK R&D spend cogitations; machine tool accuracy questionable; capital allowances
boost; digitising technology; UK machine tool industry news; 3D printing supports
lost-wax casting; plus, rebuilding, quality & feature-based driven software packages
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Truck bomb
placed by terrorists
at World Trade Center,
New York; six people
die, over a thousand
injured

▼Steve Jobs lays off ▼
280 of his 530 NeXT
employees; sells
hardware line to
Canon; concentrates
on NeXTstep OS

UK unemployment could
reach a new high of

3,500,000
this year, say economists

▼

▼

Bobby Moore,
1966 World Cup
winning team
captain, dies

Film Groundhog
Day tops US
box office ticket
sales
PA

▼

PA
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machine tool maker Wyvern Machine Tool, also of Leicester, has won a
17-machine order from Unipart firm AES – CNC turning and boring
machines plus hydraulically-powered turning automatics are the
subject.
A well-known British grinding machine tool brand, Matrix, has been
rescued by Transtec Technology, creating Matrix Grinding Technologies.
Transtec is headed up by Geoffrey Robinson (one-time Labour MP for
Coventry North West & Paymaster General); his group focuses on R&D,
assembly, testing and marketing rather than manufacturing – the new
grinding company makes extensive use of subcontractors. Its first
customer is in China, ordering a £400,000 (about £760,000 today), 1
m CNC worm gear grinder, but the company is also finishing off four
machines in build at the time of rescue; only one is destined for the
UK, though. We also report that British machine tool builder Webster &
Bennett, known for its VTLs, has been acquired by Swiss subsidiary
Muller Machines UK, Coventry. And at successful machine tool agency
Mills Manufacturing Technology, managing director Paul Rhodes is
moving the business into solutions selling, adding to its standard
product sales strength.
3D printing makes the news pages, too, this time for the production
of lost wax casting shells via US firm Soligen’s CAD-driven, bondedceramic-powder-layer technology. Cast parts require minimal machining
to clean up the layer steps (0.002 to 0.020 in).
In features, rebuilding and upgrading of machine tools is our cover
story taking in four separate articles. The related area of machine
servicing, in relation to guaranteed uptime, is also covered. We have a
special report on quality that looks at the benefits of statistical process
control and how Japanese firms, in the form of Nissan, drive up quality.
We carry an interview piece with the CEO of US-owned, UK-based
machine tool builder Giddings & Lewis, Bill Fife, on its customer focus
(G&L is now part of the French Fives Group). Machining centres are
given the once-over, but with their accuracy under the spotlight (see
earlier), while feature-based process planning systems and NC code
generating software are picked over. ■
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irst up this month, Machinery has a package on UK R&D
spend. A survey conducted by a pioneering CADCAM computer
software giant of the day, Computervision (acquired by PTC in
1998), says that as a means to remain competitive, UK
manufacturers are obsessed with cost cutting, in preference to R&D
investment to innovate. It is a timely survey, as there is much talk by
engineering representative organisations and government about the
UK’s unimpressive R&D record. Germany’s Fraunhofer centres are
eyed enviously by the EEF; today’s Catapult Centres are, happily,
similar set-ups.
Our next issue leads with a comment highlighting inaccuracy of CNC
machine tools, both new and over time. One company with a no-offset
rule discovered an erroneous software parameter that placed a millturn’s driven toolholder centre incorrectly; other users of that machine
were simply entering offsets. Another example was orthogonal
inaccuracies revealed on new machines by a Renishaw ball-bar. And
subcontractor Lodestar, which had set up Laser Calibration Services
after investing £48,000 to calibrate 28 machine tools in its own
factory, was saying that companies using machines as
inspection instruments for dimensions not subsequently
checked must calibrate them. Variations in performance
versus claims such as toolchanging speeds were also
being discovered, we wrote.
In news, capital allowances have been raised
to 40% from their previous 25%.
A piece of US technology that allows parts to
be scanned, digitised (every 0.5 mm to 0.1
mm accuracy) and then that data
manipulated (but not in a CAD system) is
considered newsworthy; a UK toolmaker is
singing its praises.
UK grinding machine specialist Jones &
Shipman has won a £¾ million order from
China’s Wuxi Engine Works, while UK
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